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1. Scope of the Study and Mission Statement

1.1 Project Description

The objective of the project is to support at regional level the modernisation of the telecommunications 
networks including aspects related to other technological railway systems.

As part of the TRACECA programme, the project is aimed at regional collaboration in rail transportation 
matters, and integration with European standards. Consequently, for a successful impact of the project, a 
general regional telecommunication master-plan has been developed, based on key issues like common 
standards, compatibility between systems, functionality and priorities for modernisation. Further key 
issues are the presentation of the feasibility study results to financial institutions, the preparation of 
contract packages and the arrangement for an effective knowledge transfer.

It is clear that the strategic importance for the rail transportation sector to be a proactive participant in 
Central Asia area’s growth comes through the provision of adequate, balanced and efficient transport 
infrastructure and services. Generally speaking countries which intend undergoing strong structural 
transformations with rapid growth, require considerable investments in their transport systems. First of all, 
making the best possible use of the existing facilities by upgrading and improving them, secondly building 
new infrastructures.

Such structural transformations (which represent new demand for the transport system) may not be met 
adequately by the existing facilities and the rail transportation system may become a constraint and a 
limiting factor for the necessary changes that must take place. Consequently, the rail transportation sector 
should play the role of policy tool able to promote such changes. Master Plan, especially that for 
Telecommunications, must be seen as such a tool that would promote the desired scenario, that would 
provide a clear and coherent vision of the roles and objectives of the transport sector in the overall 
development strategy, and the means to attain these objectives, within a strategic planning approach.

That Central Asia intends undergoing important and rapid changes is beyond question. Consequently, 
Central Asia countries have to implement a consistent and co-ordinated transport policy which involve an 
effective upgrading of the existing infrastructures.

The Consultant considers this Telecommunications and Signalling Master Plan and the consequent 
feasibility studies as a first step to increase the effectiveness and capacity of the Regional government in 
transport sector. Meanwhile, it is clear that the Telecommunications are part of the real needs of the 
Central Asia railways and that the efficiency of such transmission systems will have deep impact also on 
the effectiveness of other railways-related systems, first of all signalling, the specific needs of which have 
been already identified by previous studies.

The main objective of the project is to comprehensively facilitate the improvement of the 
telecommunication systems for Central Asia railways by three lines of actions:

know-how transfer to the railways management;

preparation of detailed feasibility studies for modernisation of each Central Asian railways' 
telecommunications systems;

preparation of detailed specifications for procurement of systems components, according to standard 
procedures of IFIs

y> Tacis
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Following the ToRs and subsequent clarification the «project considers only the TRACECA Corridors»; 
«for each country the Consultant is to prepare a fully detailed Feasibility Study» and «feasibility studies 
cover the required telecommunications equipment with all its facets, including signalling» but in the 
meantime «the development of signalling systems in Central Asia, as a particular (sub)study is not 
envisaged».

Again, the expected main results of the project are the following:

• to widen the viewpoint of responsible railways professional staff so that they may themselves become 
more able to plan progressive modernisation of their systems;

• to stimulate investment by IFIS in the modernisation of railways telecommunications system by 
feasibility studies and procurement packages.

Conceptually based on the ToRs, the project is divided into seven components of which the Know-how 
Transfer has been considered a sort of spread component on the other six components:

A Technical Survey

В Institutional Survey

C Development of the «Railways Telecommunications and Signalling Master-Plan»

D Development of feasibility studies

E Contract Packages preparation

F Recommendation for future actions

Components A. (Technical Survey), B. (Institutional Survey) and C. (Development of the «Railways 
Telecommunications and Signalling Master-Plan») have been already completed (in September 2002).

A far as the Know-how Transfer is concerned, the Consultant has already developed relevant activities, 
namely:

a regional seminar for railway telecommunications and signalling managers from each of the 
Beneficiaries (Tashkent, 4th October, 2002);

i

a study tour to display European railways telecommunications and signalling installation for the same 
group (Italy, form 7th to 14th October, 2002).

The present report would cover point D. (Development of feasibility studies) and partially points E. 
(Contract Packages preparation) and F. (Recommendation for future actions) of the above list for the 
railway line Kandagach - Aktau (Package 2), in Kazakhstan (see Figure 1.1).

1.2 Mission Statement

Any feasibility study of a part of Kazakh Railway System will deal systematically with all the relevant 
physical, social and economic factors, including: (a) taking inventory of all railways' telecommunications 
and signalling systems, operating procedures and protocols in all republics and (b) assessing the needs 
of all the stakeholders. Then all interested parties could discuss and assess the alternative approaches in 
a holistic fashion. In particular, the issues like common standards, compatibility among systems, 
functionality and priorities for modernization are to be discussed.

C> Tacis This project is financed by the European Union's Tacis Programme, which provides grant finance
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For the regional and international railway transit to be efficient, it needs not only advanced and technically 
and technologically compatible (perhaps even “unified'’) telecommunication and signalling, but also 
operational & procedural systems. Among many examples, the EU's project of signalling system 
(ERTMS) allowing absolute interoperability of the trains in the whole Europe. Also, it stresses the obvious: 
such universally compatible regional (or even, supra-regional) railway transit system can and must have 
user-friendly time-tables that are strictly adhered upon. This, in turns, brings more users (freight- 
forwarders and passengers) and is able to turn around the railways' profitability and increase the railway 
freight transportation share which, in Kazakhstan, is just happening.

If we forget what it is that makes railway transportation so unique: the fast, reliable, problem-free and 
cheap (in comparison to other surface) transportation, we probably lose the whole point of preparing the 
feasibility studies in the first place. If we forget this uniqueness, we practically hand over the region’s 
transportation to trucks, busses and passenger cars; but we also lose forever the strategic importance of 
mass transit of freight between Europe and Chine (and other far east destination), which in 5 to 10 years 
will make or break the economies of the Central Asia (and European exporters as well).

There is one other important issue about railway telecommunications. And it is its philosophy. The 
telecommunications do not work line by (railway) line, but as a system. The system that might concern 
several neighbouring countries’ telecom lines and equipment. And, finally, the last point which is the most 
important one: we would be presenting alternatives for each feasibility study and each would be 
compared to the baseline of “no improvement of telecommunication technology” scenario.

Thus any Feasibility Study will address, delineate and map investment feasibility and overall utility to the 
potential lenders and their stake in the economic renaissance of the regional economy and the result of 
such Feasibility Study should present a clear guidelines for practical, financially and technically feasible 
implementation.

Г'т
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2. Description of the Current Situation

2.1 Existing Socio-Economic Situation and General Facts

2.1.1 SOCIO-ECONOMIC SITUATION

When the Central Asian republics suddenly cut off from the Soviet welfare state, they had no experience 
of market economics and were unable to feed their people or sustain governments. The transition, for 
most people, was really difficult. However, few former Soviet republics have carried out such far-reaching 
change in so short a time as Kazakhstan, which has attracted substantial amounts of international 
investment because of its rich natural resources, such as oil, gas, coal, precious metals and minerals In 
fact Kazakhstan medium and long-term economic prospects are promising due to those vast hydrocarbon 
and mineral resources, low external debt obligation, and skilled workforce.

As a result, Kazakhstan has gone further than most of the countries in that region in introducing reforms 
to try to stabilize its economy. For instance, much of the coal industry was privatised in 1996. A great deal 
of the privatisation investment has come from 'Western' countries. However, this has not been without its 
problems, such as the dissolution of ten-year contract to manage the Shubarkol surface mine in 
Karaganda region. The two largest coal producing regions of Kazakhstan are Ekibastuz in Pavlodar 
oblast and Karaganda, the latter's production being entirely coking coal. Bogatyr, the world's largest 
open-pit coal mine, with a capacity of 50 Mt/y, is in Ekibastuz. The fact that the Ekibastuz coal basin has 
yielded over 1,500 Mt of coal since production began in 1955, illustrates the scale of Kazak coal 
resources

In so far oil is concerned, the country is set to become one of the top five oil-producing countries in the 
future if the latest oil find in the Caspian Sea proves to be as substantial as anticipated Provided stable 
oil prices - and at the moment the prices look very stable indeed - increased oil production is reason for 
an optimistic outlook.

A by-product of these initiatives is a new, but struggling, entrepreneurial sector. However, existing 
transitionary governments were not always providing the necessary incentives for people to take such 
risks

"I

On the whole, however, Kazakhstan is an investor-friendly country with a favourable macroeconomic 
environment and a dedicated policy to further improving the investment climate. Improvements to the 
regulatory framework for foreign investment and joint ventures are under way. Kazakhstan just need now 
to focus on a number of outstanding issues that are holding back the growth of FDI.

The above short-comings have already been to some (sometime to a large) extent corrected and as the 
EBRD opinion tells it “...if economic growth and development is to be sustained, an accelerated structural 
reforms and transparent management of oil wealth remain the key to it...”

n2.1.2 SITUATION IN RAILWAY TRANSPORTATION

Despite the variations in socio-economic and socio-political environments of individual countries, a clear- 
cut causal chain holds absolutely. It says that the necessity of trade in the area has been established 
clearly not just by the need for the current economic improvement but by the history as well. The railway 
transport is the necessary carrier of the traded commodities. The telecommunication and signalling 
systems upgrades are just the necessary and sufficient conditions of effective and efficient railway traffic.

Tacis This project is financed by the European Union's Tacis Programme, which provides grant finance
for know-how to foster the development of market economies and democratic societies in the New
Independent States and Mongolia.
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Rail transportation is especially crucial to the Kazakh economy, as rail is the main form of transport for 
commodities as coal, minerals, and semi-manufactured goods such as steel.

The existing situation of railway transportation network in the Kazakh Republic is, however, bleak. 
Technical-technological surveys claim that there is generally quite obsolete - dating back to ‘60s - yet still 
(“just”) working telecommunication & signalling systems supporting the Kazakh railways. There would 
inevitably be an increase in expenditures on parts and factory repairs. This leads to the alarming but quite 
reasonable assumption that maintenance charge double in fourteen years time.

Replacement parts come from the Russia, CIS and some from Eastern Europe; there are complaints, 
however, that these are no longer in production and are not compatible with current technology. The 
individual railways are probably spending more money to maintain the obsolete system than they might 
spend on improving the areas (telecommunications & signalling and, on these based, operational and 
managerial improvement, rolling stock, etc.) that would improve the service to clients (passengers, 
tourists, freight forwarders) which could attract them to railway transportation. As it is, the clients are 
deserting the railways that, in turn, is losing not only the money but also any incentive for improvement.

2.1.3 IMPORTANCE OF RAILWAY TRANSPORTATION FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE

It has been explained that the necessity of trade in and through the Central Asian Region has been 
established clearly not just by the need for the current economic improvement but by the history as well. 
An economic axiom says that those countries with strong international" trade have been able to generate 
higher standard of living (as measured in percentage increase of the GNP per capita). Most statistical 
analyses show that, roughly, every 7% to 9% increase in the international trade causes increase of the 
real GDP by 1% in any one “Silk Route" country. This is particularly valid for Kazakhstan because of its 
highest share (of all the Central Asian countries) of trade with non-transition countries and its extremely 
high, the so called, Intra-Industry Coefficient which defines the magnitude of the Kazakhstan’s two-way 
international trade.

As it is also known that the necessary condition for an international trade has always been an effective 
and efficient long-haul traffic, this makes the Kazakhstan's railway transit traffic, particularly along and 
beyond the Silk Route, extremely important not just for Kazakhstan but for the economies of all Central 
Asian republics and for well-being of their peoples.

In so far the assessment of macro-economic needs, two major demand generators for international 
transport stand out: (1) China has become a full member of WTO in 2002 and, as a consequence, will 
have to substantially slash import tariffs and quotas; (2) China and South-East Asia are still showing 7% - 
8% annual economic (not to mention enormous migration-to-cities in China at a rate of 20 million people 
per year) growth. Thus, the request for hugely increased import of industrial and consumer goods (cars, 
computers & consumers electronics, oil-refined products, wheat, fruits, etc.), based on enormously 
populous part of the world, will put a colossal capacity requirements on the intercontinental railway 
transport. Here, it should be added that the regional trade is the most dynamic element of Asian growth 
right now In the first half of 2002, exports of eight East Asian economies to China grew by 50 percent, 
while exports to the US and Japan were flat or declining.

Talking about the Kazakhstan international railway transit (or as far as direct export to Far East goes) in 
the year 2002, 3.5 mill tonnes of goods were delivered through the Druzhba station between Kazakhstan 
and China and this year there are guarantees for 5 million. Kazakhstan’s Minister of Transport and 
Communication said: "If the Siberian route is better for North China, then the route through Kazakhstan 
can deliver goods to the South, notably Hong Kong”.

At this point of the future - with exception of the Trans-Siberian Railroad - the answer to this huge inter
continental transportation demand must only lie in the Central Asian railways system and its throughput 
capacity. And at that point this railways system will have - if the flow through it will be unimpeded by any

y> Tacis
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technical, procedural or political incompatibilities - the same strategic importance as the oil pipeline. This 
should assure its financial viability.

It should be stressed that all the five states serve as transit countries for each other. It was always 
necessary to avoid customs and other barriers to free movement of transit and transport among them. 
Some internal problems with CIS lead the search for the alternative routes, especially from East Asia to 
Western Europe due to new rail linkage built in recent years (between China and Kazakhstan, 1992 and 
Turkmenistan and Iran, 1996). These links cross now the Region and they are opening real chance for 
rebirth of famous Silk Road. Providing for inter-modal connections between the Uzbek and Chinese rail 
systems across the Kyrgyz Republic would reduce the cost of shipping goods to South or East Asia from 
Central Asia and vice versa The Chinese economy has grown by more than 10 percent each year and 
development in Xinjiang was particularly rapid, based on extensive development of mineral resources and 
widening of the agricultural and industrial base. (Most recently Premier Zhu Rongji has proposed to 
expand investment in the western regions of China, including Xinjiang, in 10th Five Year Plan 2001 - 
2005).

o

2.1.4 IMPORTANCE OF THE KAZAKHSTAN FOR THE RAILWAYS TRANSIT AND INTERNATIONAL 
TRADE

As far as the rail routes most important to the international transit traffics are concerned, Kazakhstan’s 
territory contains quite a few of them:

a) from China (Druzhba) to Aktau port using a corridor of the so called TRACECA network and then 
trans-Caspian ferry to Baku; I

b) form China (Druzhba) to Chengeldy, to Turkmenbashi using an other corridor of TRACECA network 
and then trans-Caspian ferry to Baku;

c) from China (Druzhba) to Aktau/Atyrau ports (via Astana) and then trans-Caspian ferry;

;
d) from Russia (or Trans-Siberian) through Petropavlovsk, then Astana and to China (Druzhba);

e) from Russia (or Trans-Siberian) via Tobol, Kandagatch, Atyrau and then trans-Caspian ferry.

It is useful to mention that in the western side from Caucasus freight can reach Istanbul port in Turkey or 
Bandar Abbas port in Iran and in the east side freight can reach Chinese ports.

With this premise, it is obvious that no growth of Central Asia’s trade is possible without proper transit 
transportation alternative via Kazakhstan.

i

Given the present prevailing direction towards Western Europe, the most direct and cost-effective 
alternative routes is the one, which passes through trans-Caspian Caucasian states. It is the shortest one 
and could be put into operation even on the basis of existing - and, later on, upgraded to European 
standards - transport regulations, technical standards and administrative practices. It should reduce the 
cost of freight from Tashkent to the Black Sea by 30 - 35 % compared with traditional route. A new ferry 
line linking Geogian port Poti with the Ukraininan port llichevsk and the Bulgarian port of Varna should 
assure that Central Asians can export to Europe via Bulgaria and the Danube.

On the other side, the search for comparative advantage lead the Central Asia to increase substantially 
links with East Asia. A railway extension linking Kazakhstan to China, and land bridge (both road and rail) 
project Andijon (Uzbekistan) - Dzalal-Abad (Kyrgyzstan) - Kashgar (China) are important items on this 
itinerary for Central Asian republics to achieve fast, reliable and inexpensive alternative transit transport 
routes. Also, a new alternative links with Western Europe and East Asia are opening the new prospects 
for its trade in the short and long-term with the largest trading countries in Eurasian Continent. The time

n

ci
:
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required for sending goods from Lianyungang in China to Istanbul is reduced by 25-30 per cent compared 
with the sea route through Suez Canal and Mediterranean Sea.

According to one expert"... rail still plays a very minor role in the transport system of Asia ... only five 
percent of the 2.5 million containers that go annually between Asia and Europe go via the Trans- 
Siberian.” By one estimate, it takes 26 days for a cargo to travel by sea and road/rail freight from Seoul to 
Central Europe. If the same cargo travelled via the Trans-Siberian it would take 16 days by rail at two- 
thirds of the cost. The point here is that Kazakhstan can easily trans-shipped the freight not just along the 
Southern route through Druzhba but also through the Trans-Siberian via Petropavlovsk and Omsk.

In the framework of the Kazakh railway network, the Kandagach-Aktau line is a key link in the northern 
branch of the Traceca corridor, connecting the oil fields of western Kazakhstan to the Caspian shipping 
link to Baku and the Trans-Caucasus rail and road links. The projects for the improvement of Aktau port 
facilities prove the strategic importance of the corridor.

f

2.2 Regulatory & Institutional Telecommunications Environment

r İ
2.2.1 REGULATORY AND INSTITUTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION ENVIRONMENT

In so far regulatory institutional telecommunication environment, fairly similar conclusions - the ones 
about country differences and similarities - can be made about the Kazakhstan’s telecommunication 
environment too.

Two axioms concerning telecommunication institutional matters are common to all of the republics of 
Central Asia:

• The State is the only regulator and the country’s Telecom is main operator.

• The countries’ Railways and Public Operator (Telecom) work closely together in all republics.

True to form, the main operator in Kazakhstan is state-owned Kazaktelecom (KTC), Central Asia’s 
biggest telecommunications operator. It holds an exclusive licence to operate the public telecom network 
and to provide international and long distance telephony services until 2005, with an option to extend the 
licence for another six years.\

О
Nevertheless, the legal and institutional survey shows the procedural and operational differences 
between the Region's railways and between the legal base of their operations. In four republics, with 
exception of Kazakhstan, the Railways can directly lease extra (fibre optics) capacity to private clients. In 
Kazakhstan, the railways cannot directly lease extra capacity. There, the TransTelecom (of Kazakhstan) 
which is, at the moment, legally a division of the Kazakh Railways is waiting for a licence to lease 
channels to private customers.I

It all stems from the new telecommunications law adopted in May 1999. This law delegates all major 
policy and regulatory decisions to the “state regulation body". However, the law does not define how the 
regulation body will be supervised, nor does it provide regulations on licensing, interconnections or 
dispute resolution among operators.

о

(

Generally speaking, in Central Asian telecommunication sector, the right combination of market based 
price on phone calls and a well-developed strategy might lead to good return on investment. There are 
three factors crucial to success:

1. government must allow charging of local calls;

Tacis
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2 penetration must increase; the 6-12% penetrations of today are far too low micro-operators could be 
the solution here;

!

3 introduction of micro-operators needed for a value-adding franchise organization (the McDonald’s of 
the telecom market). An investment into this might turn out to be good. Even though the internet 
market is extremely underdeveloped in Central Asia, the demand is relatively strong, meaning that 
this sector is one of the easiest to make money.

2.2.2 FIBRE OPTICS ISSUES, INTERNET AND MOBILE TELEPHONY
In railway environment, the introduction of fibre-optics cable with a new technology can immediately 
reduce delays by at least 50% on any section (at present traffic). The delays will then increase at a rate of 
2% per year. This, together with enormous saving on the railway systems’ maintenance costs, might well 
have reached high percentage of the cost-saving benefits.

Revenues from leasing the telecommunication (fibre-optic) cable lines are expected to reach large part of 
potential total benefits. It is based on assumption that all fibre-optic cables will be owned by the railways. 
Owned maybe, but as in the case of Kazakhstan, the Kazakh Railways cannot directly profit from fibre 
optics issue because, by law, it cannot lease the extra capacity.

In fact, in the real world of Central Asian countries, most successful railway telecom projects will be those 
at which individual railways will technologically co-operate and financially participate and sharing with 
local telecoms (e g. railways will finance only the second ring, the first one having been already installed 
by the local telecom). This alternative will be much more attractive for IFIs because the risk will be spread 
between the Railways and the Telecom.

One of the longest-serving and most knowledgeable telecommunication experts in the Region always 
claims that one dollar invested into telecommunication sector in the Central Asia brings about four dollars 
profit (benefit). u
On top of that, telecommunication infrastructure is poorly developed, particularly in rural areas, with many 
towns and villages not reached by the local telephone exchange. Also, fewer than 0.15% (about 100,000) 
of the population have access to the Internet and very few mass media have Web sites. Telephone 
density in Kazakhstan is about 15 lines per 100 inhabitants. The government aims to triple it within the 
next five to ten years.

Competition with the state-owned KTC is, however, developing rapidly in mobile telephony, with a number 
of companies in the sector, such as:

local firm Becet International, using Motorola equipment

GSM Kazakhstan expects the number of its subscribers to increase from about 15,000 to more than 1 
million by 2008, and

a joint venture К-cell, formed by Kazaktelecom and Turkcell (Turkey) whose shareholders include 
Sonera (Finland). Equipment was provided by Ericsson (Sweden) and the network is capable of 
serving up to 160,000 subscribers.

'
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3. Technical Analysis and Design

3.1 Basic Information

3.1.1 GENERAL BASIC INFORMATION

General basic information of the railway line: Kandagach - Aktau.
{__!

3.1.1.1 Section Kandagach - Beyneu
i

• Length of the railway line: 721.10 km

f • Type of track: Single Track
i

• Number of railway stations: 44

• Main railway stations: Kandagach; Shabarkudyk; Sagiz; Makat; Kulsary; Beyneu

• Electricity power system: not presentГ
L • Average railway traffic (year 2001): 42 train / day.

3.1.1.2 Section Beyneu - Aktau

• Length of the railway line: 403.20 km

• Type of track: Single Track

• Number of railway stations: 20

• Main railway stations: Beyneu; Ustyurt; Sai-Utes; Shetpe; Aktau

• Electricity power system: not present

• Average railway traffic (year 2001): 30 train / day.

3.1.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT TELECOMMUNICATION AND SIGNALLING SITUATION OF 
THE LINE

1 - The overall condition of the communication installations - still functioning today on the Central Asia 
Railway Network - has been detailed described in details and commented in the Progress Report

In the following text we will provide a synthetic description of the equipment of the Kandagach - Aktau 
line. A graphic description of the present telecommunication and signalling situation of the line is 
presented in Annex 1.

'-5J-
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3.1.2.1 Description of line telecommunication equipment

Different transmission systems are used along the railway line Kandagach - Aktau.

Transmission system along the railways line use bimetal aerial link and buried copper cable with the 
following technical specification:

MKPAB 7x4x1,05+5x2x0,7 - Magistral Cable with polyethylene cord-sleeve insulation of wires, aluminium 
sheath, armored, quad twisted (7 quads), 1,05mm diameter, 5 pairs with 0,7mm diameter.

Max NoType of transmission 
system

No of 
channels

Length Transmission 
media *

IofLine Section (km) channels

Analogue TN-12TKE 48 3603 x CC85,1Kandagach - 
Shubar-Kuduk

)
Analogue V-12, V-3 30 30636,0 Aerial linkShubar-Kuduk - 

Beyneu

403,2 Aerial link Analogue V-12, V-3 30 30Beyneu - Aktau

* 3 x CC - Three buried Copper Cables
n

3.1.2.2 Description of station telecommunication equipment

All the stations are equipped with manual commutator of stations and line sections telephone service for 
operation and maintenance activities. Ü
Telecom switches (PABX) are installed in the main stations.

3.1.2.3 Description of the signalling system

Line and stations are equipped with light signals, electric points and coded automatic interlock system 
based on track circuits of length around 2500 meters.

1CTC centre is located in Atyrau. All stations are equipped by station plant with push-button type (relays 
with buttons), realised in the “seventies”. All main and medium stations are attended. For communication 
over controlled area, the operator has a half-duplex selective telephone system over dedicated lines.

!

r
Line has on-board signal repeaters with automatic braking in case of signal jumping.

П3.1.3 PROVISION FOR EVENTUAL FUTURE NEEDS
■

i___J

The telecommunication system along the line would be able to be integrated in the overall regional 
telecommunication network and, also, to be connected to the TRACECA network in Uzbekistan, in 
accordance with the instructions of the Telecommunication and Signalling Master Plan (Central Asia 
Railways Telecommunications - Progress Report, September 2002): U

the node of Beyneu would be able to extend the telecom network to Uzbekistan border

the node of Kandagach would be able to extend the telecom network to the TRACECA railway line to 
Arys, to the railway line to Aktyubinsk and to the projected new railway line to Krasnooktjabrsklyrudnik 
and Astana u

> Tads This project is financed by the European Union's Tacis Programme, which provides grant finance 
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the node of Makat would be able to extend the telecom network to the railway line to Atyrau.

3.2 Systems Definition and Architecture
n
İJ

3.2.1 BASIC CRITERIA

[ 3.2.1.1 Services to be guaranteed

The telecommunication services to guarantee in the strictly railway context can be grouped into the 
following categories:

Г?

•Signalling telecommunications (train spacing and protection)
'

•Operating telecommunications (traffic and energy command and control)U

•Applications telecommunications (management information system, invoicing, ticketing etc.).

The role of these services requires examination, though brief, for the weight they assume in the choice of 
the type of telecommunications system to adopt, with particular reference to the type of cabling.n
Naturally, other functions have to be considered as well, such as: short and long distance automatic 
telephone services; data transmission; radio communications; public services.

Signalling telecommunications

The role of this type of telecommunications is to transmit information regarding the status of the signalling 
field elements such as: signal condition, track circuit clear, points setting, etc. This information serves to 
space and protect trains in circulation and therefore they must be securely transmitted. In and around 
stations, the flow of information from track to signal boxes and vice versa utilises a local cable network. 
For full line section, information can travel from track to station as well as from station to station.

'r -

Train detectors
Г";

Their function is to detect the presence of trains on a given section of track. The detectors normally used 
are track circuits or axle counters. The former are necessary within station areas, while either system can 
be used over sections of full line.

U

The maximum distance that a track circuit can cover is in the order of 2,200 metres of track, with the 
possibility of increasing this by 20% by introducing coding. On the other side, axle counters have no 
limitations to the extension of the controlled section. Interlock systems serve to ensure train spacing such 
that only one train at a time is present in each track section (or interlock section). Various types of 
interlock systems have different features also in terms of hardware complexity and are a determining 
factor for line potential, that is to say, for the number of trains that can pass over a given period of time. 
Therefore, the type of system is chosen in relation to the importance of the line itself.

I
Types of interlocking

*>
Interlock systems can be categorised as follows:

• Telephone interlock: the first to be adopted, operating through telephone dispatches and fixed 
procedures. The procedure bases itself on opening the entry signal to the section exclusively once
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notification is received that the previous train has left the same section. It is used for lines with very 
low traffic levels and as a back-up system when other block systems are out of service.

LJ

• Manual or semiautomatic interlock, this system requires two signal boxes at the extremities of the 
interlock section, that are connected by a telephone line and able to guarantee, through manual 
operations, the necessary electromechanical connections between signal levers and interlock 
devices. It is used on low traffic lines and requires manned stations, and moreover only permits 
passage of one train per direction and track between stations. ni I

• Automatic interlock: this system does not require manned stations and guarantees maximum line 
capacity through the greater complexity and higher cost of the equipment. There are two types of 
automatic interlock, according to the length of the interlock sections used:

f*T

Short section light signal automatic interlock (ACLB) with minimum section length in the order of 
1500 m and maximum of 2800 m which is used when traffic is greater than around 40 trains per 
day per direction for single track and 100 trains/day for double track;

Long section automatic interlock (PPAB) with minimum section around 6 Km, used for traffic 
intensities lower than the above. j-.j

Railway operating telecommunications
\

Types of services

The term "Railway operating telecommunications" covers all telecommunications directly connected with 
train circulation other than signalling information, like for example: railway operations and electric line 
control; control over various line elements (for example, level crossings); dedicated station to station 
lines; lines dedicated to maintenance; shunting radio; ground to train radio; etc.

(j
Types of communications

n
Railway operations include a vast range of voice and data communication services: point to point, point to 
multipoint, broadcast, and must also include data transmission services. .U

Performance criteria

Railway operations require a high level of connection availability: it suffices to consider that dedicated 
lines are the extreme resource for permitting traffic circulation in the event of spacing system failure.

Railway applications telecommunications

In terms of the global development of computer applications, the railway sector has also experienced a 
significant increase in the requirements of high-speed data transmission systems, and an equally 
significant increase in the demand for high quality and secure connections

The network to design must therefore respond to these needs by guaranteeing adequate transmission 
capacity.

U

f Iи3.2.1.2 Definition of the needs of the telecommunication system

The increase in the demand for ever higher volumes of information and transmission speed has been 
such an incentive for technological development as to lead, especially in the case of telecommunications, 
to the replacement of perfectly functioning systems with others of the latest generation with lower 
investment and maintenance costs This type of replacement intervention had never been before part of 
the railway logic. Now it has, however, become a standard of new trends in the sector. Multi-service

■

nи
y> Tads
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Lj
networks, for services companies, are coming to the fore as a strategic medium: all the various types of 
communication (data, voice and video) being channelled along the same transmission medium.

The multi-service networks that have to meet these requirements have, also, to respond to the following 
major criteria: use of a multi-hierarchical level architecture, based on the most recent technology adopted 
in Western Europe; secure transmission; open and flexible structure to facilitate extension and upgrading; 
management systems compatible with local and long distance operability; the capacity to interface with all 
types of terminals; an adequate number of spare channels to implement advanced level services, 
considering also the future expansion of the demand in communications; and the possibility of marketing 
residual capacity.

f

I

To meet these basic requisites it is essential to consider the adoption of digital technology as an 
inevitable fact, because it permits cost reductions both for constructors and users, as well as increased 
performance.

Among the many existing transmission technologies, the most respondent ones to the explained needs 
are based on the utilisation of copper cable or optic fibre cable.

For the same transmission capacity, the sheer dimensions of copper cables compared to optic fibre is a 
point in favour of fibre optics cable, because it allows for smaller ducting as well as junctions and 
terminals. Also, the adoption of optic fibre cable, together with PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) technology 
transmission systems, allows for a great number of channels with high quality transmission 
characteristics, because the system, using optic fibre transported light impulses, is practically immune to 
the electromagnetic interference normally induced in copper cables and even more so in aerial lines. 
Moreover, optic fibre is a dielectric component and therefore not subject to breakdown due to lightning 
strikes or other sources of overload by contact with overhead traction power lines (if present). There are 
no drawbacks to using fibre optics for railway operating and telecommunications applications. Local 
copper cable networks are only necessary for certain signalling telecommunication services and for short 
distance and limited bandwidth communications.

!Ц-

As far as the possible commercialization of the railways fibre reserves to telecom operator is concerned, it 
should be mentioned that the proposed solutions are suitable for supporting such kind of services. 
However, the Kazakh legislation doesn’t allow other operators than public telecom operator to provide 
such kind of services.

Li

3.2.1.3 Standard protocol - proprietary protocol

It should be stressed that “selected solutions have to be based on standard protocols" Although a 
solution based on proprietary protocol can be valid from the technical point of view and can be 
competitive from the financial side, it will have strong implications for the future steps too.

As a matter of fact, the telecommunication doesn’t work line by line but as a system This implies 
that to talk about railways telecommunications generally doesn't mean to talk about a single railway line 
you are considering, but of the telecommunications system needed for the operation of that line. 
Consequently during the technical evaluation of the possible solution also the following aspects have to 
be considered in discarding "proprietary protocols based-solutions”:

there will be no fair competition in the tenders once a proprietary protocol will be starting colonising 
the area;

fri
additional costs will be born for allowing different part of the network (with different protocols) to talk 
each other, providing that this is possible;
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w• maintenance and future provisions of spare parts can’t take the advantage of economy scale (with 
different systems in place) but mainly will be in the hands of the protocol owner with uncontrollable 
consequences on the costs.

i
LJ

I
3.2.1.4 Aerial cable - buried cable

nThe technical/economic comparison between aerial and buried cable leads to the conclusion that the 
recommended solution for railway applications should be that of a cable buried in a High Density 
Polyethylene (HDPE) conduit for the high degree of protection this offers, coupled with advantages in 
terms of functional reliability, operational costs, ease of maintenance and cable life span.

The new network must be able to be realized in progressive phases, meaning for example, that the 
existing analogue transmission circuits must be able to be connected to the new system and that certain 
lines, while still being equipped with existing systems, must be able to interface with the newly installed 
systems.

For the sizing of the network, it must be considered that the distance without repeater stations between 
SDH apparatus is on average 50 - 70 km.

j

-J

3.2.1.5 Solution for allowing redundancy of the system
i

To introduce the problem of making effective the redundancy of the system, a short introduction of the 
solution outlined in the Master Plan is provided below. The description is just for the aspects useful for the 
further discussion (see Annex 2 for further details). i

The table shows the main features of the proposed Conceptual Solutions:

T ransfer Technology 
(Secondary Backbone)

Technology for 
access

Number Description Transfer Technology 
(Primary Backbone)

SDHSTM-4 (622 Mbps) SDH: STM-1 (155Mbps) Specific
interface/PDH

Solution 1 SDH

U
SDH:STM-1 (155Mbps)Solution 2 SDH-IP SDH:STM-4 (622 Mbps) IP and specific 

interface/PDH П
Solution 3 SDH:STM-1 (155Mbps)SDH-IP- SDH:STM-4 (622 Mbps) IP-ATM and 

specific 
interface/PDH

f

ATM
■

Solution 4 SDH-PDH SDH: STM-1 (155Mbps) PDH: 2 Mbps Specific
interface/PDH

Solution 5 SDH-PDH- SDH STM-1 (155Mbps) PDH: 2 Mbps IP and specific 
interface/PDH

I
IP

Solutions 1, 4 and 5 use:

a) 2 fibres for the functionality of the primary connection u
b) 2 fibres for the functionality of the secondary connection

ПUc) 2 fibres for redundancy reason (closure of the line).

(CjFibres mentioned at the points a) and b) are normally in the same cable, while fibres mentioned at the 
point c) have to be physically located in another cable and in another place. Ü
Solution 2 and 3 use:

This project is financed by the European Union's Tacis Programme, which provides grant finance
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LJ d) 2 fibres for the functionality of the primary connection

e) 2 fibres for the functionality of the secondary connection (first level)

f) 2 fibres for the functionality of the secondary connection (second level)

fi g) 2 fibres for redundancy reason (closure of the line).

The normal approach is to have d) and e) (4 fibres) in one cable and f) and g) (4 fibres) in another 
separate cable; this arrangement allows a bigger transmission capacity in case of problems.

-J
In this specific case - because of the renting of a cable for redundancy from public telecom and because 
of the over-sizing of the system - it is better to have d), e) and f) (6 fibres) in one cable and g) (2 fibres) in 
the other cable; this arrangement also allows for the functionality of the system in case of problems.Li
Since the second cable is needed to ensure the redundancy of the system in case of problems with the 
first one (a cut of the cable, a card out of order or not functioning properly and consequent need of 
substitution), this measure allows for safety conditions of trains running along the line. In order to do that, 
it is "necessary" to maintain the two cables physically separated so to prevent the simultaneous cut of 
both. At this point it is necessary to underline an axiom: because of costs, the “two-cable solution” is - in 
so far the total cost of the solution - at least 40 percent to 60 percent more expensive than the 
alternatives with the “one-cable solution”.

r;

u
Here, we must stress that in case the telecommunications system is out of order, trains running the line 
will operate out of the control of the Traffic Control Centre and can generate traffic trouble and delays 
(especially if the line is a single track line). The redundancy (by a second cable) is able to re-routing the 
necessary information for operating train under these circumstances until the whole system is restored.

L
Every one of the conceptual solutions mentioned above needs two cables for the proper functioning:

П
• cable one is along the line for the connection of the primary and secondary connection in station;

• cable two is needed for redundancy (also public telecom needs redundancy and for the very same 
reason).

Every cable is supposed to be of the current international standard: 32 fibres. Thus the cable’s capacity is 
redundant in respect to the real use for the railways purpose (4/6 fibres in one cable and 2/4 fibres in the 
other one).

Because of that, the two-cable solutions are adopted only when there are no other possibilities. The cost
cutting possibilities are, in general, the following:

to use an existing cable of Public Telecom (two fibres to be rent);

to use an existing cable of Public Telecom (this solution can be of mutual advantage if both systems 
need redundancy; in other word public telecom will be giving two fibres of its cable (or channels) to 
the railways and will be receiving two fibres from the cable of the railways);

U to use TAE corridor (channels to be rent);

to use TAE corridor (with exchange of channels which is very less likely);
( ...

to use rings within the railway lines of the same country;

to use rings with surroundings railways (with exchange of fibres use).

C^> Tacis This project is financed by the European Union's Tacis Programme, which provides grant finance
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All measures allow for the reduction of the Capital Cost of the implementation. The cost of the second 
cable installation will be increasing the global costs by about 40-60% without benefits or revenues (it is 
unlikely that the capacity of one single cable will be saturated in the short-medium terms by 
telecommunications demand).

LJ

It has to be remarked that some of the mentioned measures are for free but sometime the cost of renting 
of channels or fibres of the second cable has to be introduced in the economic evaluation. P

3.2.1.6 Network availability

LiAvailability is one of the indicators that measures quality of service and refers to the probability that a 
certain system, operating in a given environment, is available at a certain time.

nRedundancy is used to increase network availability Fundamentally, redundancy for SDH networks can 
be obtained with a ring-shaped structure achieved by connecting the extremities of the transmission 
system together, which permits access to the apparatus from two different directions. In the case of IP 
networks, availability can be further incremented by network meshing.

3.2.1.7 Network flexibility

ÜThe flexibility of the network refers to its attitude toward low cost modification to respond to the 
requirements of changing demand.

For this purpose, modular structure is required, especially for transmission equipment, and, if necessary, 
for increased transmission capacity simply by adding other modules (for example, introduction of a third 
level in the hierarchical network structure, realised STM-16 apparatus with 2.5 Gbps capacity).

J
3.2.1.8 Telecommunications switches

ПThe old ATS exchanges will be replaced with latest generation automatic electronic exchanges (PABX) of 
adequate potential, that will include the interfaces with the digital junction lines (conforming to ITU-T 
standard G.703) in output and a fully automatic system for calls, with the adoption of a new national 
numbering plan that makes calls between different exchanges possible by forming certain telephone 
number prefixes.

For each connected number it will be possible to allow or deny national and international calls and 
automatic connection to the public network. It will also be possible to provide each customer, with 
adequate apparatus, DTMF or digital telephones and all the services of a modern public telephone 
system (call notice during a conversation, call back in case of number engaged, call transfer, etc ).

)

Replacement priority must be given to the exchanges located along the TRACECA corridors and to the 
telephones of railway operations points.

Ju

ПThe new exchanges must also allow for easy expansion of capacity, foreseeing spaces in the cabinets for 
inserting user cards without having to add or replace control and switching gear, which must already be 
adequate at maximum capacity of the exchange model and redundant for greater reliability.

This transmission system is highly suited to replace the service currently provided by telex, now rarely 
used and with high maintenance costs, especially for the dedicated telegraph exchanges and telex 
machines themselves.

u
f

)

о
Moreover, the FAX service uses telephone exchanges as a support for connections, thereby offering 
consistent savings by eliminating:
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• telegraph exchanges and the relative back-up power supply systems

• dedicated telegraph wires (copper pairs or telephone channels)

• telex machines and related spare parts and consumables.

Lastly, it is clear that the use of FAX instead of the telegraph network offers greater flexibility, in that to 
install a new user simply requires a switched telephone line of the railway network.

3.2.1.9 Radio telecommunications

The technical survey has revealed a somewhat widespread use of radio telecommunications on the 
railways in question, both for specific applications (shunting, ground-to-train) as well as, generally, for the 
voice and data communication. The reasons for this situation lie in the competitiveness in terms of cost 
and the speed with which radio communications can be realised (when there are no problems in terms of 
frequency band allocation). However, these systems can only be applied when low data transmission 
capacity is possible along with lower transmission quality than that guaranteed by cable transmission.

Ü

H

Therefore, for ground to train telecommunications we propose two solutions.
i

The first is based on a multi-access system while the second solution is more innovative but it requires a 
significantly larger investment. The multi-access solution is recommended in the case of scattered 
installations to cover certain sections or stations. On the contrary, the second is recommended for more 
vast radio cover with more highly evolved features.

Multi-access solution

While the ideal solution is naturally the GSM-R (Global Service Mobile - Railway), this proposal offers an 
alternative technical solution suited to meeting temporary and local requirements.

The radio system proposed here with just 4 or 5 radio channels (in the UHF 440-470 MHz band), is able 
to handle the traffic of around 100 users, which can be configured according to need, in operative groups 
or task forces for extraordinary events.

I

The same system permits connection with the PABX telephone exchange and so can handle two- 
directional communications between radios and telephones distributed throughout the station/railway 
offices, as well as support message and data transmission services.П

4
The typical users of this system would be: Station Managers (internal and external); control personnel; 
station technicians; technical plant personnel; and security personnel.n

u GSM-R — ERTMS Solution
■

In Europe, the UIC has standardized a cellular system that operates at 900 Mhz according to GSM 
standards and that meets all railway radio requirements (GSM-R system). The individual authorities are 
now upgrading their networks to use this system in collaboration with the public network authorities

To make interoperability of the railway network possible - not just within the confines of the European 
Union but also in Central and Eastern Europe - the major European railway operators, sector industries 
and Transport Ministries met in 1989 to define the common ERTMS standard (European Railway Traffic 
Management System) for signalling able to guarantee automatic train control, and, at the same time, 
ensuring system compatibility and interoperability between the various Railway networks.

■

Lj

П
LJ
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3.2.1.10 Information Technology

The current system is mostly based on a sole communications network connected with Moscow through a 
number of concentrator stations with inadequate transmission characteristics for guaranteeing rapid 
exchange of a large volume of data.

П
и

The major centres are located in Tashkent, Chardzhev, Ashgabad, Bishkek, Almaty and are all connected 
by leased channels with the centre in Moscow, which contains the databases of the ASSCOUP FREIGHT 
management system and the EXPRESS-2 management system for international passenger traffic.

In the first phase the realization of a new rail telecom network, interconnected with all the countries of the 
region, could permit improvement in the quality and potential of the connections between these centres; 
dedicating data flows of the 155 Mbit/s system for this purpose.

Li

Later, the IT systems could be gradually separated at national level by realizing interconnected national 
data processing centres. This recommended procedure would allow for a soft migration from the current 
system (with data concentrated in Moscow) to a system that allows each State to have a database to 
process and utilise independently. r

LJ
The new system will allow real time exchange of information and services, especially as regards rolling 
stock circulation and international ticket issue.

U
Lastly, through terminal concentrators or local networks and gateway terminals, it will be possible to 
realize sub-networks of terminals for installation in stations, to gather data from terminals by means of the 
PCM channels of the 2nd level network (Primary rate multiplexer) and transmit this at higher speed 
toward the national centres. t*J

With this system, the networks can in effect be transparent with respect to the type of service. It can then 
delegate the concentrators to the task of connecting the terminals to the processing systems developed 
for the following functions: accounting systems, cost controls, invoicing; freight and wagon tracking 
system; commercial management and customer relations; locomotive, wagon, and track maintenance 
management systems; warehouse management, stock control, purchasing of consumables and spare 
parts; border crossing communication and management (e g collaboration with neighbouring state 
railways and custom authorities); ticketing and reservation systems; other MIS functions.

'

! !

П
3.2.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEMS EVALUATED WITHIN THE STUDY

The following systems have been evaluated within the general framework of this study (drawings are 
presented in Annex 3): I

• Alternative A: STM4 (622 Mbps) + STM1 (155 Mbps) - using a SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy) 
based system (for both primary and secondary backbone); •

• Alternative B: STM4 (622 Mbps) + STM1 (155 Mbps) + IP Router/HUB - using a SDH based system 
(for both primary and secondary backbone) including IP (Internet Protocol) devices for Principal 
Access Technology;

H• Alternative C: STM4 (622 Mbps) + STM1 (155 Mbps) + IP Router + ATM - using a SDH based system 
(for both primary and secondary backbone) including IP and ATM (Asynchronous Transport Mode) 
devices for Principal Access Technology;

• Alternative D: STM1 (155 Mbps) + E1 (2 Mbps) - using a SDH based system for the primary 
backbone complemented by PDH (Plesyocronous Digital Hierarchy) based system for the secondary 
backbone;

Lj

1
Lj
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• Alternative E: STM1 (155 Mbps) + E1 (2 Mbps) + IP Router - using a SDH based system for the 
primary backbone complemented by PDH based system for the secondary backbone and including IP 
devices for Principal Access Technology.

As far as the redundancy is concerned, for all the above solutions it has been considered the following 
two possibilities:

implement a second cable for the redundancy, or

- renting of channels or a fibre pair from third party (at least in the first years).

A preliminary screening of the just mentioned possibilities has excluded the adoption of a second cable 
for the following reasons:

major cost vis-ä-vis an oversized system composed by two 32 optical fibres cables;

once the primary railway network will be completed and equipped with long transmission optical fibre 
based system, the redundancy can be in place using rings internal to the railway network (Kandagach 
- Krasnooktjabrsklyrudnik - Astana - Chu - Arys - Kandagach or, involving the Uzbek network, 
Kandagach - Makat - Beyneu - Miskent - Samarkand - Tashkent - Arys - Kandagach) without 
renting channels or fibre pairs from third parties for most of the railway line (Kandagach - Beyneu 
section); this can bring large benefit to project keeping low the capital costs (only one-cable will be 
implemented) and adopting the renting as transitory measure in the time being up to the completion of 
the system;

because of the legislative framework in Kazakhstan, the railways can use their system only for 
internal purposes and they can’t lease the extra capacity of system; in these circumstances the extra
capacity of the second cable can't bring further benefits or revenues from external sources.

:I.J

П
The last legislative constraint will be excluding Alternative B, Alternative C and Alternative E. Strictly 
speaking, these Alternatives are more oriented to the long distance telecommunications market external 
to the railways (public telecom), then the others. Furthermore, the adopted architecture can be easily 
improved in the following way:

• Alternative В and Alternative C can be implemented simply adding devices to the Alternative A 
architecture; and

• Alternative E can be implemented in the same way from Alternative D.

Consequently - in case of future need for public telecom and, of course, with changes in the legislative 
framework in place - both Alternative A and Alternative D are suitable for improving telecommunications 
services in sectors other than railways.

The aerial link along the Shubar-Kuduk - Aktau section is in bad conditions. The replacement of this link 
by a buried copper cable could be also considered inside the project, for assuring an effective copper 
cable transmission for service telephones (those in open line in correspondence to the signals for 
operation and track maintenance purposes), signals control, maintaining relations between couple of 
neighbouring track circuits, additional future needs like remote signals control, interlocking station 
systems, central control of power supply for the line contact, remote level crossing control. The economic 
evaluation of the project alternatives has been performed without considering the replacement of the 
copper cable in the base case, but an additional economic evaluation of the performance of the project 
has been developed including also the costs for the copper cable.

Ü

П

u
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i3.2.2.1 Alternative A

Taking into consideration the needs expressed under the basic criteria, the needs expressed in the 
introduction to this paragraph and a possible additional need in the short-medium period, the conceptual 
solution presented in the Master Plan has been adapted to the railway line under study in the way 
presented in Figure 3.1 Technical specifications of the introduced devices are provided separately in the 
Tender Dossier

L_J

The highest backbone is a ring structure using STM4 (622 Mbps) for the transport between the Add/Drop 
Multiplexers (ADM4) at the higher order stations (Kandagach, Shabarkudyk, Sagiz, Makat, Kulsary, 
Beyneu, Ustyurt, Sai-Utes, Shetpe, Aktau) which are equipped also with PABX The closure of the ring is 
by external link and the suggestion is to use the existing facilities of KazakhTelecom along all the railway 
line It has to be remarked that the use of a link external to the railway network has to be seen as a 
transitory measure in the time being up to when long distance transmission will be in operating on the 
primary network (in this case Kandagach - Krasnooktjabrsklyrudnik - Astana - Chu - Arys - Kandagach 
or, involving the Uzbek network, Kandagach - Makat - Beyneu - Miskent - Samarkand - Tashkent - 
Arys - Kandagach) and consequently the closure of the ring can be actuated directly by the railways 
without additional costs for renting channels or fibres, except for the Beyneu - Aktau section. Taking into 
consideration optical signals attenuation and distances between higher order stations, additional 
regenerators of optical signals have been introduced in correspondence of stations every time distances 
appears to be critical for the efficiency of the transmission.

J

Li
Also, it should be underlined that Beyneu is a border station with Uzbek Railways. Consequently, the 
adopted standards will simplify the technical arrangement necessary to operate trans-border train 
services. /

The secondary backbone adopts STM1 for transport and uses smaller ADM units (ADM1) and will also 
employs the STM1 interface between them and also to the ADM4 higher level. The transport capacity at 
this level is of 155 Mbps.

n
The whole architecture would require 6 fibres. The cable to be implemented will be supplying 4 fibres 
while the other links will be taken externally as previously explained. I
Both, the primary backbone and the secondary backbone are protected by a ring configuration, so the 
system is able to guarantee the proper functioning in consequence of a single failure and allows point-to- 
point link.

)

Among the negative aspects there are the impossibility to allow point-to-multipoint links and to allow the 
use bandwidth on demand. Furthermore, the system doesn’t allow the automatic re-routing. In the 
meantime the system has the capability of growing with a minimum of changes (adding other devices) 
and consequently to add these features to those of the main configuration.

All stations are also equipped with UPS and every PABX is provided with special electric power supply 
station sized on the effective needs of the system and able to be further expanded by incorporating 
modules. A storage battery will assure the proper functionality of the PABX for at least 8 hours, in case of 
blackout of power supply. The battery will also assure the functionality of accessory devices (i.e. service 
terminals) in the case the system is not equipped with devices for memorising failure signals during 
blackout

П

и
r~J

u

A system for management, supervision, and maintenance of all PCM equipment of the country has to be 
implemented. This system is organised on two levels: the first level is formed by Element Manager (EM), 
the second one by Network Manager (NM). The NM consists of one only equipment that will be set in 
Almaty or presumably, once the primary railway network will be completed and equipped with long 
transmission optical fibre based system, in Astana. This apparatus is connected to all the EM, while the 
EM are connected to PCM equipment. By this system, the possible alarm will be recorded by both the 
competent EM and the NM.

U

H
U
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The PABX Management System is based in Makat; it consists in a Domain Management System that 
allows centralized management of all the PABX of the line by high-level user interfaces. All the functions 
are realised on the same HW and SW platform and use the same database, to achieve a global 
management system with a single access point. The system is implemented on PC and will interface with 
global network management systems (telecom and data), in accordance with the standard SMNP (Simple 
Network Management Protocol).

The Synchronisation System allows every apparatus to receive the synchronisation signal from both 
sides. At the ends of every section and every 30-35 apparatus, a SASE (Stand Alone Synchronisation 
Equipment) has to be installed. The SASE produces a high-quality clock that is used for synchronisation 
of all the apparatus. With this system, every apparatus will use the Ck coming from one side as prime 
priority signal and the Ck from the other side as signal with second level of priority. SASE are installed in 
Kandagach, Makat, Beyneu and Aktau station.П

U

3.2.2.2 Alternative D

The development of Alternative D starts from the same consideration as the previous Alternative A. The 
Alternative is presented in Figure 3.2 and again technical specifications of the introduced devices are 
provided separately in the Tender Dossier Solutions adopted are sometime similar and the following 
description will be outlining mainly differences.

*. ;

In this case, the highest backbone is a ring structure using STM1 (155 Mbps) for the transport between 
the Add/Drop Multiplexers (ADM1) at the higher order stations (Kandagach, Shabarkudyk, Sagiz, Makat, 
Kulsary, Beyneu, Ustyurt, Sai-Utes, Shetpe, Aktau) which are equipped also with PABX. The closure of 
the ring is by external link, and, again, the suggestion is to use the existing facilities of KazakhTelecom 
along all the railway line. Again, the consideration on the transitory measure up the completion of the 
rings, based on the primary railways network, is valid and the need of additional regenerators of optical 
signal for contrasting the attenuation and maintaining the efficiency of the transmission.

Also in this case, the adopted standards will simplify the technical arrangement necessary to operate 
trans-border train services in the border station of Beyneu with Uzbek Railways.

The secondary backbone adopts E1 (2Mbps) for transport and uses PRMs (Primary Rate Multiplexer) for 
the transmission and for interfacing with higher level.

The whole architecture would require 6 fibres. The cable to be implemented will be supplying 4 fibres 
while the other links will be taken externally as previously explained.

Both, the primary backbone and the secondary backbone are protected by a ring configuration. Thus, the 
system is able to guarantee the proper functioning in consequence of a single failure and allows point-to- 
point link.

Negative aspects of it are the impossibility to allow point-to-multipoint links and to allow the use 
bandwidth on demand. Furthermore, the system doesn't allow the automatic re-routing. Despite the 
capability of growing with a minimum of changes (adding other devices) and consequently to exceed the 
just mentioned weak points, the system maintains a low capacity for the peripheral places which makes 
the system suitable specially for low traffic lines.

L!

Everything has been presented for Alternative A about PABX equipment, PCM Management System, 
PABX Management System and Synchronisation System is also valid for Alternative D.

This project is financed by the European Union's Tads Programme, which provides grant finance
for know-how to foster the development of market economies and democratic societies in the New
Independent States and Mongolia.
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3.2.3 TECHNICAL COMPARISON BETWEEN ALTERNATIVES

The main features/differences between the proposed alternatives are summarised in the following Table:

Alternative DAlternative A

two levels - STM1 (155 Mbps) + E1 
(2Mbps)

two levels - STM4 (622 Mbps) + STM1 
(155 Mbps)

Architecture

4 fibres in one cableOptical fibres need 4 fibres in one cable

5 links at 2 Mbit/sLinks need for 
redundancy

10 links at 2 Mbit/s

Low traffic levelTraffic Level Higher traffic level

Costs Cheap; more expensive than 
Alternative D

Cheaper then Alternative A

Connectivity Point-to-point link is possible but the 
system doesn’t allow point-to- 
multipoint link

Point-to-point link is possible but the 
system doesn’t allow point-to- 
multipoint link

Low transmission capacity especially 
for peripheral places; for those places 
transmission capacity remains low also 
in presence of the upgrading below 
mentioned

Capacity Higher transmission capacity which 
can be further increased by upgrading 
the system

Possible upgrading Easy upgrading by IP Router or by IP 
Router + ATM

Easy upgrading by adopting IP Router 
in the main station

Re-routing Impossible Impossible

Use on bandwidth on 
demand

Impossible Impossible

Understanding Easy Very Easy

Installing Easy Very Easy

Maintenance Easy Very Easy

Due to the importance of the line from the strict technical point of view the Alternative A is more suitable 
than Alternative D

y> Tacis
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4. Economic and Financial Analysis . .j

: j

4.1 Costs Estimates

4.1.1 CAPITAL COSTS ESTIMATES

The capital cost has been estimated starting from the bill of quantities (Annex 4 details the number of 
every specific equipment to be implemented and the quantity of civil works to be performed for allowing 
the implementation of the system, for the two proposed alternatives).

In the subsequent stage, these quantities have been associated to the correspondent unit rate in order to 
produce the final estimation of the global capital costs. The unit rates reflect market prices and conditions 
prevailing at the beginning of 2003 and also include costs for installation/set up of the equipment, 
hypothesis for the discount rates used during tender stage and taxation effects.

As far as costs for installation/set up of equipment are concerned, they have been estimated as 
percentage of the purchase costs. The percentage to be used has been carefully assessed, taking into 
account enormous experience of the Consultant in installing railways telecom equipment in Europe and 
abroad, together with factors like difficulty and possibility to use local expert under supervision of 
expatriate experts. The percentage ranges from 2% to 10%.

As far as the discount rates during tender stage are concerned, the Consultant has deducted the 
reduction usually applied by suppliers. The reduction has been evaluated from the Consultant experience 
in evaluating tenders for the Italian State Railways - but with a very cautious approach in order not to 
underestimate capital costs. Consequently, although deduction is sometime higher, the applied discount 
rates are ranging form 10% to 20%.

Finally, as the equipment is normally exempt form taxes and duties on imported goods especially vis-ä-vis 
funds from IFIs, all taxes have been omitted in the study.

A provision for contingency has been introduced on the basis of the aggregate investment, as commonly 
happens for preliminary studies. The suggested percentage is 10%, in accordance with the Consultant 
experience.

Following the above mentioned assumption, estimates for the two telecommunication project alternatives 
subjected to economic and financial appraisal are summarised in the following tables:

CAPITAL COSTS - ALTERNATIVE A:

Description Amount (€)

Equipment 2.765.000
Fibre optical cable (with junctions, cable ends 
and conduits)

7.635.000

Laying of fibre optical cable 2.249.000
Civil works 36.000
Contingencies (10 %) 1.268.000
Total 13.952.000

This project is financed by the European Union's Tacis Programme, which provides grant finance
for know-how to foster the development of market economies and democratic societies in the New
Independent States and Mongolia.
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CAPITAL COSTS - ALTERNATIVE D:

Amount (€)Description
1.407.000Equipment
7.635.000Fibre optical cable (with junctions, cable ends 

and conduits)
2.249.000Laying of fibre optical cable

36.000Civil works
1.133.000Contingencies (10 %)

12.459.000Total

For the replacement of the present aerial link along the Shubar-Kuduk - Aktau section with a new buried 
cable, an additional amount of about 7,4 millions € should be considered, for both project alternatives.

4.1.2 OTHER COSTS ESTIMATES

As already explained in the technical analysis, both proposed solutions need the closure of the ring for 
redundancy reason. This necessity will be turning into running costs for renting channels or fibres from 
third parties.

It is suggested to use the existing facilities of KazakhTelecom link, which cover all the railway line. For 
most of the railway line, this measure can be seen as transitory measure until such a time when long 
distance transmission will be operating on the primary network (in this case Kandagach - 
Krasnooktjabrsklyrudnik - Astana - Chu - Arys - Kandagach or, involving the Uzbek network, 
Kandagach - Makat - Beyneu - Miskent - Samarkand - Tashkent - Arys - Kandagach). Then, the 
railways will be able to actuate directly the closure of the ring without additional costs for renting channels 
or fibres except for the Beyneu - Aktau section.

In a conservative way, the costs for renting these links has been included in the economic evaluation, 
even if this operation could be actuated without additional costs because of the mutual advantage of the 
parts: KazakhTelecom could be interested in adopting in its turn railway line for redundancy.

The estimations of these costs have been performed, taking into consideration a rate of 12.600 €/year for 
a 2 Mbit/s link (using the 2002 official Central Asia Telecom rate for a 2 Mbit/s link over more than 300 
km). The total length of the Kandagach - Aktau railway line (1.124 km) has been divided in two sections.

The two project alternatives, because of different technical performances, need a different number of 
channels for the closure of the ring:

I I

I

alternative A needs ten links at 2 Mbit/s

alternative D needs five links at 2 Mbit/s.

4.1.3 TIMING FOR IMPLEMENTATION

For the purpose of the economic analysis of the investment, it has been estimated that the whole 
implementation (about 1.125 km) will last 2 years and will start in 2004.

This project is financed by the European Union's Tads Programme, which provides grant finance
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4.2 Economic and Financial Impact

4.2.1 INTRODUCTION !I__ I

The Consultant has developed an analysis of the possible advantages accruing to the Kazakh national 
economy from the improvement of the railways telecommunications. Those advantages are detailed later 
in this report (paragraph 4.2.4) while relevant monetary costs have been introduced in the previous 
paragraph 4.1.

The analyses described in this chapter compare monetary flows of costs and benefits stemming from the 
implementation of the project. Normally, those flows are generated, first, in strictly financial terms, which 
later will be transformed into economic terms. In other words, any implementation involves consumption 
of resources whose (economic) value is represented by their opportunity cost. This cost reflects the 
degree to which consumption elsewhere, in the national economies, is sacrificed by diverting the 
resources required by the projects from other uses. It is also defined as the maximum worth of a good or 
input among possible alternative use.

Current market prices, established in the imperfect markets, not always represent adequately the 
opportunity costs of resources, therefore they require to be appropriately adjusted. The strict application 
of the opportunity cost principle would require to define, for each resource used in the projects, the 
corresponding “shadow price”, which is an estimate of what the price of a good or input would be in the 
absence of market distortions, such as externalities or taxes. This approach, however, is not applied in 
the common practice because of the significant difficulties encountered in the identification of all possible 
distortions on existing market prices, both on goods/services and labour markets.

Hence, the economic value of each resource should be calculated starting from the relevant market 
prices duly adjusted by subtracting transfer payments, which do not affect the availability of real 
resources to the rest of the economy. As a general rule, the estimate of economic investment and 
operating/running costs of each proposed project has to be based on production factors valued at market 
prices, net of indirect taxes and subsidies.

In the specific project under evaluation, economic costs are closely reflected in market price because of 
the following reasons:

• all the equipment (first installation and spare parts for maintenance) is tax-exempt;

• a minor part of the implementation costs will be for covering unskilled manpower while the large 
majority will be for high skilled experts (including foreigners), so no adjustment factors have been 
introduced for the estimation of the opportunity-cost of unskilled manpower;

• high skilled persons will be operating the system and will be performing maintenance.

Also, in the case of renting/leasing of channel/optical fibres form third parties, a strong assumption has 
been made that market costs reflect at least the opportunity costs for the Kazakh community of the use of 
that resource.

As far as environmental aspects are concerned, the assessment carried out (see paragraph 4.2.4) shows 
low levels of impact for such kind of implementation. Because of this fact and of difficulties for transferring 
those impacts into monetary terms, the related effects have been considered only in terms of measure for 
minimising impacts and consequently costs have been already introduced in the unit costs used for the 
capital cost estimate.

This project is financed by the European Union's Tads Programme, which provides grant finance
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4.2.2 TRAFFIC ESTIMATES

An important step in the economic analysis of a transport investment is to estimate its future use, that is 
the future traffic during its useful life. Traffic forecasting is a complex procedure that involves several 
aspects: economic development, traffic demand generation and subsequent changes in network use.

The collapse of the Soviet Union has deeply affected the economic structure of the region and has 
modified the production and the country trade pattern together with export-import volumes. Consequently 
freight and passenger volumes on the railways network have changed drastically because of these 
structural changes making also difficult historical series analysis and forecasting.

Nevertheless, it has to be pointed out that the decrease of railways traffic after independence of Central 
Asian Republics (in Kazakhstan actual freight traffic is about a third of traffic in 1991 and passenger traffic 
about half) could be temporary and it would be possible a progressive return to the previous values, for 
the commercial relations with Russia are still relevant.

Many traffic-data available sources, examined by the Consultant, are reporting positive trends for the 
future traffic.

The present train traffic (2001) along the Kandagach - Aktau line: the Kanadagach - Beyneu section 
presents an average daily traffic of about 42 trains, and the Beyneu - Aktau is interested by an average 
daily traffic of about 30 trains.

In the Regional Traffic Database and Forecasting Model Project (1998) - Tacis/Traceca Programme, it is 
foreseen a freight traffic annual increase on different improved lines in Kazakhstan from 2.3% to 5.4% 
(until 2011). Particularly high is the result of fright traffic forecast for the Aktau - Beyneu line; it is foreseen 
an annual increase of about 10%, on account of underlying economic growth in this region of Kazakhstan.

For the present study much longer estimation interval was needed. To alleviate these shortcomings, the 
Consultant stresses very strongly that the structural progress in transition economies has its direct impact 
on future potential of trade and traffic Significant contributors to the partial restoring of the previous 
situation and trend are the two major demand generators, for international railway transport through the 
Central Asian corridor, that stand out: (1) China has become a full member of WTO in 2002 and, as a 
consequence, will have to substantially slash import tariffs and quotas; (2) China and South-East Asia are 
still showing 7% - 8% annual economic (not to mention enormous demographic) growth. Thus, the 
request for hugely increased import of industrial and consumer goods, based on enormously populous 
part of the world, will put a colossal capacity requirement on the intercontinental railway transport At this 
point of the future - with one exception: Trans-Siberian Railroad - the answer to this huge inter
continental transportation demand must only lie in the Central Asian railways system and its throughput 
capacity. At that point this railways system will have - if the flow through it will be unimpeded by any 
technical, procedural or political incompatibilities - the same strategic importance as the oil pipeline.

Starting from available socio-economic and transport statistics in the Region, the Consultant has 
developed analyses of the close causal relation between socio-economic variables growth and growth of 
railways freight traffic. The result of this exercise is explained in the following, but it is worth while to 
mention that because of the lack of a large base of reliable information in the Region, the approach to be 
used has to be extremely careful and it has to use a minimum number of aggregate variables.

As far as freight traffic forecast is concerned, the analysis of the historical series of aggregate transport 
indicators and of the macro-economic variables has shown a close causal and statistical relation between 
the growth trends of these variables Consequently it is feasible to use GDP growth trend as a proxy for 
the railway freight traffic growth trends. The analysis performed has estimated an “elasticity coefficient" of 
1,15, in other words: every 1 percentage growth in Kazakh Gross Domestic Product (GDP) yields the 
increase of Kazakh railway freight transportation by 1,15 percents.

Tacis
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Estimation of Kazakhstan GDP growth in the long-term taken different sources - either official banks' 
forecasts or other TRACECA studies - ranges approximately from 5% to 7% yearly depending of 
scenarios and time interval. Other sources give for GDP growth a long-term range from 2% (for moderate 
outward trade-oriented countries in time of recession) to 6% (for strong outward trade-oriented states 
which probably Kazakhstan is). Consequently, the Consultant has prudently assumed the following 
scenario growth: 4% to 5% in the interval 2001 - 2006; 3,5% to 4,5% in the interval 2007 - 2011; 5% to 
5,5% in the interval 2012 - 2025. Starting from these assumptions, railways freight traffic forecasts are 
expected to be: 5,1% in the interval 2001 - 2006; 4,6% in the interval 2007 - 2011; 6,0% in the interval 
2012-2025.

As far as the passenger traffic forecast is concerned, the Consultant has verified that passengers have 
not an acceptable correlation with industrial economic growth. Other historical series of socio-economic 
variables, which normally have casual relation vis-ä-vis railway passenger traffic, have carefully analysed 
but no-one of them is acceptable for forming a reliable data base for forecast modelling. Furthermore 
passenger traffic indicator series are showing a decreasing trend which because of the good economic 
performance is expected to be only transitory.

Because of this facts and difficulties, the Consultant has assumed that rail passenger traffic will be in the 
medium-long term growing at 2% yearly.

4.2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF THE PROJECT AND MITIGATION MEASURES '_)

4.2.3.1 Impacts on the physical and biological environment during construction

Consumption of natural resources

Natural resources necessary for works are essentially sand for preparation of foundation and for concrete 
structures, as well as gravel.

It is envisaged that the bottom of the trench (30 cm wide) will be covered with a layer of 10 cm of sand. 
On this support the conduit-for the optical fibre cable will be placed and will be covered with 15 cm of 
sand, while the rest of the trench will be filled with the excavated soil.

In this condition, the amount of sand needed can be estimated at about 75 cubic meters per kilometre of 
cable.

Great concern must be addressed to find feasible measures to mitigate impacts related to opening and 
excavation of new small quarries along the railroad for sand acquisition. Attention should be taken to re
establish the stability of such sites so as to prevent erosion phenomenon after the end of the works. 
Cutting of trees or destruction of protected vegetation should be absolutely avoided. The same protection 
measures should be adopted also for existing quarries exploitation.

For the realisation of concrete structures it will be necessary to use also small amounts of water and 
gravel

Of course, as is the case of any civil works, especially when the scope of works is related to 
transportation matters, fossil fuel will be used for powering equipment and transport vehicles

Soil erosion

nThe risk that works accelerate erosion of sloping areas is linked to the following events: the excavation 
works affect the stability of slopes, stabilizing vegetation is damaged, gravel or sand quarries are realised 
on steep slopes or blasting or heavy drilling equipment is used in rocky areas. A particular care should be 
taken to avoid those events - even though the probability of these impacts occurring is very low - since 
the activities related to the construction works would be limited and would not extend beyond the railway

This project is financed by the European Union's Tacis Programme, which provides grant finance
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right of way. As a matter of precaution, it is however recommended that a geotechnical engineer makes 
an assessment of the situation in vulnerable areas and, when the case, arranges preventive measures.

Wind erosion is another issue to be considered. Any activity that affects natural vegetation or disrupts the 
thin stable layer of topsoil is likely to increase wind erosion. Care should be taken to avoid any 
unnecessary soil disturbance by limiting areas covered by the works and by limiting the movement of 
engines to the strictly necessary.I
Impact on ground water resources

It is unlikely that the ground water level will interfere with the excavation for the shallow depth of the 
trench. Pumping and drawing down of the water table will thus probably not be required. Even if this 
should be the case, the resulting lowering of the water table would be limited in space, depth and time 
and its impact would be negligible.

Taking into consideration the permeable nature of the (partially sandy) backfill of the trench, the infiltration 
and water flow characteristics of the soil would not be negatively affected by the project.

Protection of ground water resources should be a generally applied principle. Theoretically, the spillage of 
fuel or the uncontrolled disposal of engine oil could result in a locally pollution of the shallow ground 
water. As such, it is to be recommended to limit any spillage of fuel and to specifically interdict the 
uncontrolled disposal of waste oil and other polluting substances.

Direct impact on fauna and flora

Direct impact on fauna and flora, or on whatever natural bio-systems and habitats that may be present, is 
likely to be extremely limited. In fact, all the activities related to the construction works will not extend 
beyond the railway right of way and the transport of materials and workforce will occur via the railroad 
itself. Anyway, in the instructions to the contractor, for precaution, it should be stated that he would be 
held responsible for irreversible and unnecessary damage to fauna or flora beyond the area of the works.

4.2.3.2 Impacts on the human environment during construction

Generation of solid and liquid waste

The following kinds of waste materials will be generated during construction: waste oil, broken spare 
parts, filters, domestic waste, etc. This waste should not be abandoned on site but should be collected, 
classified by nature if necessary and feasible, and gathered together within a limited number of 
specifically designated sites.

Polluted soils encountered along the railway and recognized as such would be treated as risky wastes.

Construction activities will not create any liquid waste. When temporary stockpiling of polluted soils or 
other wastes will be unavoidable, protection measures have to be taken to prevent the pollution of runoff 
water.

Air pollution

As far as NOx, CO, hydrocarbons and dust caused by the excavation engines, considering that very small 
amounts of such pollutants will be generated, no special measures will be foreseen, except those 
required from the point of view of workers; in any case they will not be working in the immediate vicinity of 
engine exhausts and will wear dust masks.
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Dust

As for any type of excavation works, generation and dispersion of dust is likely to be an issue, especially 
in agricultural areas, which could contain on the surface pesticide residues.

Dust abatement by water spraying is a potential solution that should be applied wherever possible, even 
though water resources along the bulk of the line are limited. Hence, workers should be required to wear 
personal protection masks and occupants of nearby buildings should be warned to close doors and 
windows and to stay indoors; they too should be provided with dust masks on request.

П

I
Noise

Construction activities will inevitably increase the noise level, especially during excavation in rocky soils, 
requiring the use of pneumatic drills or hammers. However, the impact will be limited to few hours a day 
and will not overstep the threshold limits. For the workers involved in the project no special measures, 
other than the use of personal protection equipment, is likely to be requested. Naturally, as a common 
rule, inhabitants of close-by areas should be informed in advance whenever a significant noise 
disturbance is foreseen, and activities should be limited to the daytime wherever noise nuisance reaches 
significant levels.

Transport and safety aspects

The construction works will affect road traffic only lightly, for it is expected that all materials and 
equipment will be transported by the railroad.

With the aim to reduce interference of the activities with the normal train operation, due phasing of 
interventions will have to be taken during the works.

Another important issue is the guaranteed safety to a regular traffic throughout the whole duration of the 
works. This is why, as in all works along the railway, a proper safety system to prevent accidents due to 
interference of the trenching and cable laying activities with the regular rail traffic must be established. 
Visual and audible signalling, speed limits and others measures shall be foreseen at this scope.

Obviously, attention should be paid during excavations not to spoil any utilities which damage, such as 
buried gas pipes, could present safety problems. Gathering proper information, before the start of the 
works, about the location of possible interference will avoid these risks.

Temporary occupation of land and impact on human activities

. iDuring the trenching and cable installation, some interference is theoretically possible between the project 
activities (e g. storage of equipment and material next to the railroad) and objects that lay very close to 
the railway (housing or gardens in urban centres). These situations should be avoided or dealt with on an 
ad-hoc basis. Normally it should be possible to avoid all such interference, as the available right of way 
should be sufficient.

4.2.3.3 Impacts of the project after implementation

Stable loss of land and long interference with human activities (housing, recreation, agriculture, industrial 
activities) is highly unlikely since, at the end of the works, the occupation of the trench and of its 
associated infrastructure will not go beyond the railroad right of way.

In addition, the new linear infrastructure won’t cause any additional fragmentation of the open space, nor 
a lasting impact on the surrounding landscape, being entirely underground and closely parallel to the 
existing railroad. This is also why, disruption of existing drainage patterns isn't an issue either. All utilities, 
roads, irrigation canals crossing the cable trench will be maintained or restored.
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4.2.3.4 Final remarks and environmental monitoring

The project will generate very few and limited environmental impacts. As described in the above 
paragraphs, the few non-negligible impacts can easily mitigate using common practice measures.

Special attention will be paid to the prevention and mitigation of the increase of wind erosion and the 
resulting dust dispersion that potentially is the most relevant environmental impact of the project.

All the other potential impacts (ground water pollution, solid and liquid waste, noise, safety, loss of land, 
etc.) are of limited importance and can easily prevented and mitigated using the described common 
practice measures.

Tender document for the works should include a specific chapter listing all environmental clauses so that 
to limit the impact of the project. In this way an efficient follow up of the works from an environmental 
point of view would be possible.

The follow-up of the recommended measures is to be a part of the assignment of the supervising 
engineer. The expert would be required to provide not only technical but also environmental expertise to 
the control of the works.

4.2.4 ASSESSMENT OF ECONOMIC BENEFITS

4.2.4.1 Introduction

The Consultant has specified a large number of benefits to be generated by the rail telecom infrastructure 
improvement. The approach used for the economic impact assessment by the Consultant has been very 
prudent and some of these benefits, which are described below, have been excluded from the analytical 
calculation. Even though only the analyses performed are able to justify the investment, the existence of 
additional benefits can only further improve (providing this would be necessary) the good performance of 
the project.

г;

IJ

Direct benefits are expected to derive from performance improvements in the following domains:

- Telecommunication maintenance and operation cost

- Traffic management and train delays

- Costs of previous rented channels from third parties

- Revenues from leasing excess capacity to third parties

- Train operational improvement

- Energy costs

- Enterprise management

- Rail traffic safety levels

- Stripping away of some speed and capacity restrictions on certain sections

- Installation of powerful communications links between railways in the region.

The indirect benefits are difficult to be quantified and have not been considered in the analytic calculation, 
anyway they are important and contribute to the evaluation of an economic investment:
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Installation of further set of equipment using standard technologies

Creation of the infrastructure required for the installation of more advanced signalling system

Creation of the infrastructure required for the installation of more advanced traffic control, operation, 
maintenance systems

Creation of the infrastructure necessary to fit real-time freight tracking systems requested by 
customers

Generation of a regional and international co-operation framework

Creation of infrastructure able to help the generation of income from international tourism.

i
)

4.2.4.2 Telecommunication maintenance and operation costs

Base Case

The estimated average costs for telecommunication maintenance and operation in Kazakhstan are the 
following:

maintenance cost 2.490 €/km

operation cost 439 €/km.

These costs have been estimated by the Consultant from available data for Kazakhstan (Rail 
Maintenance Central Asia Project (1998) - Tacis/Traceca Programme) and from similar data of Central 
Asian railways, taking into account also specific economic indicators (GDP, average salary for technical 
staff, etc ).

Under the base case, because of the condition and the age of the equipment, these expenses may be 
expected to increase at a rate of at least 5% per year. This estimation is even conservative, for some data 
of maintenance costs for Central Asia railways from 1996 to 2002 show an increase of about 10% per 
year There would be little or no opportunity for staff redundancies. There would inevitably be an increase 
in expenditures on parts and factory repairs. This leads to doubling of maintenance charges in fourteen 
years.

It is expected that equipment will wear out beyond possibility of repair, and that progressive abandonment 
and cannibalisation of components of the system would take place, as in some case is just happening.

u
Project Case

In a new digital system, the operations and maintenance costs are extremely low. In complete contrast to 
the present situation, all circuits will be automated and solid state, with no wear as such, nor staff 
intervention required completing a connection.

Maintenance and operations charges would then be approximately 4% of the initial cost of the equipment, 
and 0,15 €/m of laid fibre optic cable. This would be in line with west European practice. It is expected 
that operations and maintenance costs would increase at 2% per year.

The saving streams (difference between base and project case) for maintenance and operation during the 
evaluation period for the two project alternatives are shown in paragraph 4.3.2, Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

•T;
In the transition period some training programmes for professional development of the staff have to be 
foreseen. The implementation of these courses is not a cost from the economic point of view because 
they increase the value of the personnel.
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Other benefits would include reduced space requirements of the new equipment, which are much lower 
than that for the old one. No new buildings are foreseen, and extensive space may be liberated in existing 
facilities for other purposes. The fact that existing equipment should, sometime, be used transitorily for 
other line, has been considered to bring negligible benefits into the railways telecommunications system.

Г

4.2.4.3 Traffic management and train delays
-u

Traffic management failures cause train delays and wasted hours. The existing situation is expected to 
become progressively worse, such that in a very short time, eventually, the collapse of the whole system 
can be safely predicted. This is because of the age of all the existing equipment whereby the equipment 
age has already exceeded the technical life. It is already generating a substantial number of traffic 
accidents and will be generating still more and more accidents. The new implemented telecommunication 
system would reduce the number of incidents producing train cost saving and reduction of train hourly 
costs.

П

Base Case

The total number of failures on the whole network for previous years has been uniformly assigned to the 
network to estimate the number of failures along the line. The estimated number of failures along the line 
during 2002 is 176. Every failure generates an average delay, which has been estimated to be 3 hours 15 
minutes on average, being 488 € the average train hourly cost (average value for freight and passenger 
train). The estimate of the total delay due to failures also allows for the number of trains that are involved 
in the incident. The base case considers that the existing number of train hours wasted due to traffic 
management incidents will be increasing by 5% per year. In this case as well, the assumption seems 
conservative for similar data for Central Asian railways point out higher rate of increase.

Project Case

The project is expected to reduce delays by at least 50% on the section concerned. Delays will then 
increase at a rate of 2% per year.i

The saving streams derived from delay reduction are shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, paragraph 4.3.2.

4.2.4.4 Cost of previous rented channels from third parties

The benefits under this item are related to costs savings for renting channels from third parties, when the 
base case has to be considered an under-sized system. Only in that situation the project case will be 
avoiding the cost which will be consequently turning into advantage in the comparison between base 
case and project case.

This benefit is not applicable in this case since KTZ currently is not renting telecommunications facilities 
for the specific Kandagach - Aktau railway line.

4.2.4.5 Revenues from leasing excess capacity to third parties

Optical fibre cables and digital switching equipment allow additional or reserve telecommunications 
capacity at very low marginal cost. The technical recommendations specified a level of capacity superior 
to the foreseen needs of the railways, thus creating the option of leasing excess capacity to third parties.

In this context we should point out that the Kazakh legislation doesn’t allow the railways to lease excess 
capacity of their network to possible customers. Also, taking into consideration the due process of in the 
legislative framework, it is not likely that substantial changes can be in place in such a short time. These 
facts renders obtaining of these benefits extremely unlikely. Consequently, the Consultant will not be 
considering them in this evaluation.
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A separate note is needed for TransTelecom. This company will be operating in Kazakhstan as 
Contractor for the implementation and operation of the railways telecommunications system on behalf of 
the Railways. This company has been allowed to operate telecom services other than railways telecom 
services but, depending of the ownership of the new telecom infrastructure, might be allowed or not to 
provide public services using the telecom infrastructure implemented for the railways purpose. The 
Consultant believes that above proposed approach (not considering this benefit) is conservative and that 
any further possibilities can be only improving the performance of the project.

Although the Kazakh railways can’t lease extra-capacity, the possible use of fibres given for free to other 
state institutions (for instance the Ministry of Transport) has to be considered a benefit in term of cost- 
opportunity. This possibility may not bring any financial revenues to the railways, but it will be making 
available the spare capacity to the telecom network that can be use for other purpose and consequently it 
will be generating economic benefits for the Kazakh society.

Even if possible revenues from leasing excess capacity have not been considered in the evaluation, a 
description for the assessment of these benefits is presented in the following two paragraphs.

f~)

nThere are two types of excess capacity:
L..J

Spare channel capacity on the railways operational network

Laid fibres not activated by the railways operational network, (dark fibres).

Spare Channel Capacity

This type of capacity is likely to be of most benefit to:

(• GSM operators, and companies wishing to create IT links between different locations.

• Other enterprises requiring small and medium capacity voice and data transmission systems, 
especially those with processing facilities located in close proximity to rail infrastructure. '1

For the tariff estimates, a rate of 12.600 €/year for a 2 Mbit/s link has been adopted (using the 2002 
official Central Asia Telecom rate for a 2 Mbit/s link over more than 300 km).

The potential capacity available for leasing for the Kandagach - Aktau line is estimated at 156 channels at 
2 Mbit/s in the case of Alternative A and 30 channels in the case of Alternative D.

Dark Fibres

This type of capacity will be used by world-wide telecommunications operators who will have the means 
and opportunity to install the electronic technology necessary to use the optical fibres surplus to railways 
needs, without investing in cables.

Indicative international rates are 2-3 €/m/year per fibre pair. More realistic rates were taken for this study, 
also in anticipation of rate declines.

0,5 €/m/year for railway lines that are not connecting international route and are used predominately 
for national connections

1,0 €/m/year for railway lines that can form part of an international route and consequently are of 
interested by international telecom provision (like Kandagach - Aktau is).

For the Kandagach - Aktau railway line, taking into consideration that 10, of the 32 fibres specified in the 
technical recommendation, will be reserved for railways (4 to use immediately and 6 for future needs), the 
potential excess capacity will lie in the 22 residual fibres.
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4.2.4.6 Train operational improvement

Modernisation of the telecommunications systems would certainly have a positive effect on these 
functions:

Communications with the dispatching centres

Communications between operational and rolling stock maintenance units 

Management of switches, level crossings

Station-to-station dedicated telephone lines for safety and other purposes

Dedicated telephone lines for work crews, for track and catenary maintenance

Ground to train radio, and other radio communications, which might pass through the fibre.

t—1

1
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The improvement of these operations would bring better utilisation of locomotives, wagons, passenger 
cars, faster train formation, and more efficient terminal operations.u
All the above issues will most probably turn into an optimisation of the use of the rolling stock, reducing 
substantially the cycle time for both wagons and locomotives and consequently increasing their utilisation. 
So the comparison between “base case” (progressive deterioration of the operational asset utilisation) 
and “project case” (reduction of lost time for operational assets in assöt utilisation at the terminals and in 
train formation) will be bringing benefits into the project.

Such train operational improvement depends on the telecommunications infrastructure; however not 
entirely on this. Consequently, the Consultant has made a conservative assumption and didn’t include 
these benefits in the analytical evaluation.

4.2.4.7 Energy costs

After project implementation, benefits involving energy cost are expected to derive from two different 
improvements:

a more efficient dispatching of energy for traction, with for example an easier possibility to identify 
abnormal load demands;

i

a reduction of energy consumption by the new installed telecommunications equipment, respect to 
the present.

(

These benefits have not been included in the analytic evaluation as there are not useful and reliable 
available data for assessment these benefits.

4.2.4.8 Enterprise management

With the project implementation, reduction of cost of enterprise management (maintenance, commercial 
financial, warehouse) is foreseeable

This benefit would be determined by the real improvement of data transfer facilities and data 
communication system applied to the following operation:

- Accounting systems, cost controls, invoicing

- Freight and wagon tracking systems

Tacis
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Locomotive, wagon, and track maintenance management systems

Warehouse management, stock control, purchasing of consumables, and spare parts

Border crossing communication and management (e.g. in collaboration with neighbouring state 
railways and customs authorities)

Ticketing and reservation systems.

The new telecommunication system will be a primary step for the introduction of advanced solution for the 
above mentioned aspects, but these advanced solutions need further implementation. Consequently the 
implementation of a new rail telecom system will be in any case generating benefits in the management 
of the enterprise (for instance facilitating and speeding data transfer), but other investment will be needed 
for further improvement and personnel training (for instance for new ticketing and reservation system and 
devices) and other decision should be taken sometime for modifying the organisational structure.

1 }
U

n
Consequently, the estimation of the benefits by comparison of “base case" and “project case” is complex 
but also difficult because of the lack or reliable information due to continuous changes in the railway 
management organisation. Hence, the Consultant has made a conservative assumption and has 
excluded these benefits from the analytic evaluation.

4.2.4.9 Rail traffic safety levels

The new telecommunications system, with the improvement of the voice and data transfer and the related 
train operation, would increase the rail traffic safety level. As matter of facts, besides the drastic decrease 
of traffic management incidents (see paragraph 4.2.4.3) with consequent reduction of train delays, the 
new telecommunications system would allow a reliable and continuous exchange of data with the various 
devices along the line, which is the main prerequisite for guaranteeing a timely response to possible risky 
events. This would also considerably improve the safety level.

The assessment of the economic monetary value for the increase of the safety level is extremely 
questionable. Furthermore, the estimation of the safety level of the “base case” and of the “project case “ 
is questionable. All these problems have contributed to the exclusion of this benefit from the analytical 
calculation. This assumption has to be considered extremely conservative.

1__ i

4.2.4.10 Stripping away of some speed and capacity restrictions on certain sections

The ToRs of the study have clearly stated that the system is approaching the collapse because of the 
obsolescence of the existing equipment. Among the possible effects of this obsolescence, it has to be 
included the progressive decrease of speed and line capacity, as direct consequence of:

• need for increasingly bigger daily intervals for acting maintenance measures so as to minimise effects 
of continuous equipment failures; and any case

• continuously increasing delays due to the failures of the same equipment.

The combination of these two effects will be progressively reducing the daily interval for operating train or, 
in other words, will be decreasing the capacity of the line. That means that the traffic exceeding the line 
capacity can’t use the line and, consequently, the related demand has to be re-routed towards other rail 
itinerary in the very best case, re-routed towards other transport mode in the best case or has to be 
limited in the worst-one.

The consequences can be depicted in dramatic fashion in both financial and economic terms:

• the railways can loose revenues;

This project is financed by the European Union’s Tads Programme, which provides grant finance 
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• the demand has to use less convenient route or transport mode (more resource consuming);

• because of this fact, the production can’t be competitive in the market places and consequently has 
to be limited and so on for the economic development.

It is important to mention that the railway section Beyneu - Aktau has not logical rail alternatives and that 
the progressive restriction on that line, because of the obsolescence of the equipment, will be 
strangulating the demand, which in this case is mostly international, (Aktau is the gate to the Caspian 
shipping link to Baku and the Trans-Caucasus rail and road links). The financial effects are related to the 
revenues, while the possible benefits are related the cost-opportunity of having all the possible traffic 
using the line - it will not be possible if the capacity will be falling down.

The Consultant believes that not including these benefits in the analytical analysis is a very conservative 
assumption.

П 4.2.4.11 Installation of powerful communications links between railways in the region

The implementation of all the feasibility studies in the framework of the Central Asian Railways 
Telecommunications Project would allow the connection of the capitals of the five Central Asian 
Republics (the former capital for Kazakhstan) through a modern telecommunication system, based on the 
most recent technology. Furthermore the Kazakhstan implementation plan for railways telecom is to 
improve the infrastructure between the two most important towns, namely Almaty and Astana (the current 
capital) using the same compatible standards.

Consequently, all the main Rail Traffic Control Centres in the region will be directly connected. This 
entails big advantages for the management of the railway system in general terms, with particular 
emphasis to border crossing communication and procedures and to the management of the wagon and 
coaches sent beyond the borders.

П This benefit is not easily estimable in monetary terms and has not been included in the analytic economic 
evaluation

f—' 4.2.4.12 Indirect benefits

The indirect benefits have not been included in the analytical calculation. Despite this fact, all these effect 
are really relevant to the development of the railways in the countries directly involved and they will add 
an incredibly positive impetus mainly to those countries interested in using the rail network in the area for 
freight transit (like for instance China and Europe).U

Installation of further set of equipment using standard technologies

As mentioned in the basic criteria (paragraph 3.2.1), the implementation of solutions using standards 
technology is probably the most important step of this study. The installation of this equipment on the 
Kandagach - Aktau railway line has to be seen as an important step for favouring the adoption of 
standard technology.

Creation of the infrastructure required for the installation of more advanced signalling system

By implementing new telecom system along the railway line, the condition for the installation of advanced 
solution for signalling will be generated. Fact is that the signalling system is obsolete too and 
rehabilitation is needed shortly. The further upgrading of the technological equipment along the line will 
be increasing the safety condition on the line and will allow a correct operation of services. It is worth 
while to mention that the further improvement of the performance of the line will be possible only with a 
good telecom system. Finally it has to be remarked that the costs for the implementation of the telecom

e"]
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will be seen as "sunk cost" at the moment of the decision on the implementation of signalling while 
present analysis can't claim benefits further then those directly correlated.

Creation of the infrastructure required for the installation of more advanced traffic control, operation, 
maintenance systems t_l

Also in this case, the installation of new telecom system along the line is the necessary prerequisite for 
installing more advanced solutions in other domains (traffic control, operation, maintenance), those being 
the domains related to a centralised vital functions management more then local functionality. Again, the 
consideration of the cost for telecom to be “sunk cost" is a valid one and it is in the step of taking the 
decision of implementing further functions.

U
Creation of the infrastructure necessary to fit real-time freight tracking systems requested by customers

The new telecom system is necessary for installing the real-time tracking systems that are increasingly 
requested by customers. This system can make the rail system more competitive vis-ä-vis other transport 
mode and can have influences in both financial and economic terms.

U

ÜGeneration of a regional and international co-operation framework

The use of common technologies, and thus common language, for the specific field of railway 
telecommunications is already generating a climate of co-operation among the different railways 
representative. As a matter of facts, there have been talks among different railways representatives 
during the project - and specifically during seminar and study tour - not only to cover the telecom aspects 
but also to cover other aspects. Consequently, it is expected that the further collaboration necessary for 
agreeing on technical telecom aspects (for instance how to re-connect Kakakh and Uzbek rail networks in 
Beyneu) will be enhancing (or better re-building) high level of collaboration on technical issues among 
different countries

Creation of infrastructure able to help the generation of income from international tourism

The implementation of a new railways telecommunications system will be helping the tourism sector, and 
particularly the international tourism along the Silk Route, to generate income substantially in two ways. 
The first way is strongly related to the increasing of the quality and the reliability of the railway transport 
services: this effect (for which rail telecom implementation is an important need but not the only-one) will 
give impetus to the mobility (for both business-tourism and pleasure-tourism), also because the 
alternative mode tariffs are normally more expensive (i.e. air transport). The second way is related to the 
provision of a suitable infrastructure for data information transfer able to give to tourist-operators and 
clients a real time answer on service, booking, seat availability and tariffs. Both this aspects will be 
making the rail services more attractive and competitive.

О

I

4.3 Economic / Financial Evaluation of the Investments

j
4.3.1 INTRODUCTION

Following the standard practice, the economic and financial justification of the project has been mapped 
by way of comparison of the discounted cost and benefit streams associated with the “base case” 
(without project) scenario and the “project case" (with project) scenario.

y> Tacis
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4.3.2 ECONOMIC EVALUATION

The calculation of the economic profitability of the projects has been performed by assessing the social 
value of the project which is summarised by the following indicators:

• Net Present Value (NPV)

• Benefit/Cost Ratio (BCR)

• Internal Rate of Return (IRR).

These indicators result from the calculation, year-by-year, of the net benefits generated by each proposed 
project against the “base case’’ option, duly actualised at a base-year to ensure the necessary inter
temporal comparison of monetary flows occurring in different years.

The use of the above mentioned indicators allows for a comparison between alternative projects and a 
consequent ranking

In the evaluation process the following common parameters have been defined.

discount rate

appraisal period

base year for price and values.

In the following table are presented some assumptions and common parameters used in the evaluation 
process of the different alternatives:-J

Currency unit Euro (€)

Implementing start year 2004

Implementing period (years) 2

Base year for prices and values 2003

Operating period (years) 25

Appraisal period (constructing period + 
operating period)

27

Discount rate 20%

It is necessary to mention that the equipment technical life is 25 years while the technical life of the cable 
is 30 years and thus more than the analysis interval. Despite this fact, the residual value of investments 
after 25 years has been considered to be negligible and consequently not included in the evaluation.

The results of the economic evaluation for the two project alternatives are shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
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nTABLE 4.1 - Economic evaluation of Alternative A

COSTS
(€/1000)

BENEFITS (€1000)
Savings Revenues

Leasing
excess

capacity
(channels)

Leasing
excess

capacity (dark 
fibres)

Previously
rented

facilities

Future rented 
facilities

Maintenance 
& Operation

NPV (20%) 
(€/1000)Capital costYear Train delays

2004 6.976,1
6.976,1

6.976.1 
12.789,5 
10370,0
8.234.2 
6.349,4 
4.686,9 
3 220,8 
1 928,5

2005
2006 252,0 3.351,4

3.527.3 
3.712,2 
3906,5 
4.110,8
4.325.4

384,7
2007 252,0 415,5
2008 252,0 448,0
2009 252,0 482,4

518,82010 252,0
2011 252,0 557,2
2012 252,0 4.550.9

4.787.9
597,8 789,7

2013 252,0 640,7 213,5
1.097,12014 252,0 5.036,9 686,0

2015 252,0 5.298,5 733,8 1.875,1
2016 252,0 5.573.5

5.862.4
6.165.9 

~ 6.484,8
6.819.9 
7.172,0 
7.541,8
7.930.4 
8.338,7
8.767.6 
9.218,2
9.691.5 

10.188,8 
10.711,2 
11.259,9

784,3 2.559,9
3.162.5
3.692.8
4.159.2
4.569.3
4.930.0
5.247.1 
5 525,7
5.770.6
5.985.8
6.174.9
6.340.9
6.486.7
6.614.8
6.727.2

2017 252,0 837,6
2018 252,0

252,0
893,8

2019 953,1
__ I2020 252,0 1.015,7

2021 252,0
252,0

1.081,7
1.151,32022

2023 252,0 1.224,8 
1 302,22024 252,0

2025 252,0 1.383.7
1.469.7 
1.560,4

2026 252,0
2027 252,0
2028 252,0 1.655,9

1.756.5
1.862.6

2029 252,0
252,02030

IRR =
NPV (20%) = 
BCR =

27,5%
6.727,2

t

i

u
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TABLE 4.2 - Economic evaluation of Alternative D

t}
COSTS
(€/1000)

BENEFITS (€/1000)'
Savings Revenues

Leasing
excess

capacity
(channels)

Leasing
excess

capacity (dark 
fibres)

Previously
rented

facilities

Future rented 
facilities

Maintenance 
& Operation

NPV (20%) 
(€/1000)

Year Capital cost Train delays

2004 6.229.5
6229.5

6.229,5 
11 420,8
8.876.1
6.635.2 
4662,4 
2926,1 
1 398,2

2005Г
2006 126,0 9405.7

3582.7 
3.768,8
3.964.2 
4.169,6
4 385,4
4.612.1
4.850.3
5.100.5
5.363.5
5639.7
5 929,9
6 234,8
6.555.1 
6 891,6
7.245.1
7.616.4
8 006,5 
8416,3
8846.7
9 298,9 
9773,9

10272.8
10796.9 
11 347,3

384,7

u 2007 126,0 415,5
2008 126,0 448,0
2009 126,0 482,4
2010 126,0 518,8
2011 126,0 557,2 53,9
2012 126,0 597,8 1.128.4 

2.168,2
3.082.4
3.886.1
4.592.4
5.213.2
5.758.6
6.237.7
6.658.6
7.028.2
7.352.8
7.637.8
7.888.0
8107.7 
8300,5
8.469.6
8.618.1
8748.4
8862.7

2013 126,0 640,7
2014 126,0 686,0
2015 126,0 733,8
2016 126,0 784,3
2017 126,0 837,6
2018 126,0 893,8
2019 126,0 953,1
2020 126,0 1.015.7

1.081.7 
1 151,3
1.224.8 
1.302,2
1.383.7
1.469.7
1.560.4
1.655.9
1.756.5
1.862.6

2021 126,0(
2022 126,0
2023 126,0

П 2024 126,0
2025 126,0
2026 126,0
2027 126,0
2028 126,0
2029 126,0
2030 126,0

IRR =
NPV (20%) = 
BCR =

30,9%
8.862,7LJ

1,74

p

U

о

■

u
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u
4.3.4 RANKING OF ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

fl
The results of the economic assessment of the two considered project alternatives are summarized in the 
following table, where Internal Rate of Return, Net Present Value (at a discount rate of 20%) and 
Benefit/Cost Ratio for Alternative A (STM4 + STM1) and Alternative D (STM1 + E1) are compared. 7

-
Alternative DAlternative A

30,9%27,5%IRR i
8.863.000 €NPV (20%) 6.727.000 €

nBCR 1,49 1,74
Lj

The two alternatives present no relevant economic differences but although Alternative D would be nearly 
preferable from a strictly economic point of view, the Consultant believes that the higher technical 
performances of Alternative A would justify the adoption of this solution. This technical solution (STM4 + 
STM1) is more suitable to a main railway line, like Kandagach - Aktau is. It is worthwhile to remark again 
the utmost importance of Kandagach - Aktau railway line for national and international trades: (a) the line 
is part of the TRACECA corridor, which links Europe to Asia; (b) the port of Aktau is the Kazakh access to 
the Caspian shipping link to Baku and the Trans-Caucasus rail and road links; (c) the line, through 
Beyneu station, connects Kazakhstan to Uzbekistan.

u

Finally, the Consultant suggests to adopt Alternative A, nevertheless Alternative D would be able to 
satisfy basic criteria of functionality.

The same calculation of the economic profitability of the project alternatives has been performed 
considering also the replacement of the existing aerial link by copper cable along the Shubar-Kuduk - 
Aktau section. In this case, because of higher capital costs, the IRR of the two project alternatives are 
19,4% for Alternative A and 21,1% for Alternative D.

4.3.5 SENSITIVITY AND RISK ANALYSIS

Since project appraisal requires forecasting, the factors entering into the calculation of costs and benefits 
are inevitably subject to various degrees of uncertainty. n
For Alternative A, sensitivity and risk analyses on the inputs of the economic assessments have been 
developed to study and forecast the stability of the achieved results.

This kind of approach is particularly suited to take into account that the evaluations of the principal inputs 
for the economic assessment are relative to a preliminary design phase. In further steps of the project 
(detailed design and construction) the preliminary evaluation and assumption could not be totally 
confirmed. The sensitivity and risk analysis is able to consider this “indeterminacy in inputs determining”.

The key variables that have been subjected to the analysis are the following:

- capital cost

- benefit related to maintenance and operation costs

- benefit related to traffic management (train delays).

For the analysis has been used a random sampling method (also known as "Monte-Carlo methodology”) 
on continuous probability distributions of the key variables. Usually, the considered probability

ç

i
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distributions are not symmetrical (beta, triangular, etc.) so that the estimated value for the basic 
evaluation is not the average value of the distribution range, but rather the mode (likeliest value) of the 
distribution.

As the real probability distribution of the input (or target) variable is not known, a triangular distribution 
has been assumed, in accordance with the usual practice:

• for capital cost an asymmetric triangular distribution has been assumed with a variation between - 
10% and +20% from the estimated base value - considering that an extra 10% for contingencies has 
been already included in capital cost estimation;

- j

Kcapital cost

0Иn
U

IL
1.13 1200,90 028 1J05

• for benefits related to project maintenance and operation cost it has been used an asymmetric 
triangular distribution variable between -20% and +10% from the estimated base value;

Kmaint&oper cost

\Ж“1

I

025 123 1.10020 028

• for benefits related to traffic management (train delays) an asymmetric triangular distribution has 
been assumed with a variation between -20% and +10% from the estimated base value.

ГЪ

Ktravel cost

\Ж\
i
«_'

025 1,03 1.100,80 0,88

U For the analysis a series of 100.000 simulations has been performed (random samplings from all the 
probability distributions above described).

The described analytic-probabilistic approach allows to identify the sensitivity of the result respect to the 
key variables and to order them in an importance scale in relation to the their effect on the result. This 
kind of analysis is useful to recognise the more critical inputs regard to the achievement of the result and 
it allows adopting precautionary measures.

w
The following chart shows the sensitivity of IRR in regard to probability distributions of the key input 
variables.T ■)

L-J
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!

Sensitivity Chart

Target Forecast: IRR =
Kmaint&opercost .69 I

-.69
Kcapital cost/

■«travel cost
,08

u

-0.5 0 0,5

Measured by Rank Correlation

О
It has been calculated, without considering outliers, the combined probability that the economic indicators 
of the project are higher than the threshold values for the stability area; the stability are being: 20% for 
IRR, 0 for NPV(20%) and 1 for BCR.

■

U

П
The following diagrams show the distribution of the results for the three indicators.

IRR is always over 21,9%.

Forecast: IRR =
99.490 Trials Frequency Chartn ,020 -

2002u
,015

* -П

3ELi J3
-O ,010 e«3

CD-Q
3

500,5 *5
О

Q. 005

lib,at,000 0

21,9% 24,0% 26,2% 28,4% 30,6%

:
jt

The distribution of the NPV is shown in the following diagram.

Forecast NPV (DR%) = 
Frequency Chart99.759 Trials]i

,021
- 2130

,016

* -nf ЯE: J=l
-Q ,011 cта

Cl-Q
Ə

532,5 ^2
О

CL даT'
■

,000 0

1.673,38 3.554,45 5.435,53 7.316,61 9.197,69
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BCR is always over 1,11.

О

i_i

Li

The following table reports the distribution of the indicators for increase per cent (5%).u
Per cent IRR NPV(20%)

(€/1000)
BCR

0% 21,9% 1.674,33 1,11
5% 23,4% 3.235,38 1,22

Lj 10% 24,0% 3.753,88 1,25
15% 24,4% 4.120,05 1,28'
20% 24,8% 4.417,14 1,30u 25% 25,0% 4.672,97 1,32
30% 25,3% 4.898,84 1,34

Li 35% 25,5% 5.110,07 1,35
40% 25,8% 5.305,36 1,37

О 45% 26,0% 5.493,72 1,38
50% 26,2% 5.680,21 1,40
55% 26,4% 5.862,29 1,41П
60% 26,7% 6.049,56 1,43

*_« 65% 26,9% 6.238,86 1,44
70% 27,1% 6.432,01 1,46
75% 27,4% 6.631,43 1,48
80% 27,7% 6.849,48 1,50
85% 28,0% 7.094,68 1,52
90% 28,4% 7.384,60 1,54]
95% 28,9% 7.787,78 1,58
100% 30,6% 9.197,69 1,69

J

It is possible to notice, in the first line of the table (0%) that all the values of the indicators are over the 
threshold of stability.

The sensitivity analysis has shown that the result of the economic analysis is extremely stable.
1
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5. Preliminary Recommendations and Conclusions
'

5.1 Preliminary Recommendations

The preliminary recommendations should concern five items: co-operation with neighbouring Railways, 
co-operation with KazakhTelecom, training, institutional and legal reforms and harmonization of 
standards.

I

ГТ We start with co-operation with neighbouring Railways: it is strongly recommended to continue the 
technical co-operation with neighbouring Railway (Uzbek Railways) because of the possible synergies 
able to reduce costs form both sides. As a matter of facts, the collapse of the former Soviet Union has 
spilt a big railway network conceived as a whole into five small networks with an high level of disruption.

Li

Co-operation with public telecom is an other important issue. The optimisation of the resources to be 
devoted to the upgrading of the existing telecom infrastructure, together with consequences of 
improvements for the national economy, suggest a close collaboration between different possible actors 
in the sector aiming at best use of resources.

П
Li

Then we recommend training to be the fundamental item of the successful network and, thus, the 
successful project.

It is recommended that the manufacturer selected should train instructors who, in turn, will train the 
telecom staff of the appropriate railways. Training should include: (1) training in transmission equipment 
maintenance (both basic training in digital transmission and practical training); (2) training in operating the 
management control centres; (3) training in the maintenance of control centres (including basic training, 
specific training for drop-and-insert PCM, and specific training for SDH); (4) cable maintenance training 
(both, basic and practical), (5) special training in PABX and station telephone equipment; and (6) training 
in electric power supply systems and miscellaneous equipment.

П

u
The training programme specific to individual railways (inclusive of the length of the above training issues 
in weeks) should then be drawn up in relation to the maintenance scheduling principles of each of the 
countries concerned and the professional level of the individual railways' telecom personnel.

Next, we combine the items of institutional and legal reforms and harmonization of standards 
because there is a causal relation in between them. Surveys show the procedural and operational 
differences between the Region's railways and between the legal base of their operations. The old 
political, legal and administrative environment still represents bumps on the road to market-based 
economies.

' ^

Li

\ ) However, as long as the institutional and legal reforms in individual states appoint their respective 
railways to be “masters in their own house", the railway professionals will start on the common standards 
right away, simply because it is their major concern. The railways in the Region know very well - after all, 
their top people have been on the European study tour already - that not only technical and 
technologically compatible telecommunication and signalling systems are needed, but that, and above all, 
operational and procedural compatibility (inclusive of common standards) is needed too.

I.J

LJ

They have witnessed and seen that the EU’s ERTMS signalling system allows absolute interoperability of 
the trains in the whole Europe. And they know that it is only the combination of technological, operational 
and procedural interoperability that can bring the riches to all of the Central Asian railways and countries.

•lJ

This project is financed by the European Union's Tads Programme, which provides grant finance
for know-how to foster the development of market economies and democratic societies in the New
Independent States and Mongolia.u
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5.2 Conclusions
t

Feasibility study: Kandagach - Aktau (for Kazakhstan), featuring several alternatives (A - E), has been 
discussed in this text. It has been stressed that the railway telecommunication services can be grouped 
into: (1) signalling telecommunications (train spacing & protection); (2) operating telecommunications 
(traffic command & control); and (3) applications telecommunications (MIS, invoicing, ticketing, etc.).

Increase in the demand for higher and higher volumes of information and transmission speed has lead to 
a new trend in railway logic, in so far the replacement intervention: to replace perfectly functioning 
(though obsolete and with expected very short life-span) with the latest generation systems with lower 
investment and, above all, maintenance cost.

ı t

LI

Between the two transmission media - copper cable and fibre optic cable - the weigh, dimension, the 
number of channels and high quality transmission characteristics are all in favour of the fibre optic. U

i--------\

As the railway telecommunications axiom tells us: “telecommunication doesn’t work line by line but 
as a system” the solutions based on proprietary-based protocols should not be adhered to and thus 
standard protocols should be adopted, whenever possible. Another axiom concerns the redundancy of 
the system (for securing the system a two-cable should be used) and thus implies higher costs.

Lj

1
LJFortunately, both these axioms combine together in some cost-cutting scenarios: (a) to rent 

channels/fibres from existing Public Telecom cable; (b) interchange fibres between one railway cable and 
a Public Telecom cable (each entity thus builds one ring and saves almost a half of capital outlay); (c) 
rent channels from TAE corridor fibre-optics system; (d) use rings within the railway lines of the same 
country; and (e) use rings of surrounding railways (with fibres exchanging strategy).

Having all of that in mind, the Contractor has selected (using the functionality and cost criteria) two 
alternatives and displayed their major characteristics in a summary table featuring indicators, such as: (a) 
Net Present Value (NPV); (b) Benefit/Cost Ratio (BCR); and (c) Internal Rate of Return (IRR) in the 
following table:

._>

Li
ПAlternative A Alternative D

IRR 27,5% 30,9%

NPV (20%) 6.727.000 € 8.863.000 €
BCR 1,49 1,74

uThe key input variable of the economic cost-benefit and sensitivity analyses were: (1) capital cost; (2) 
project management and operation cost; (3) traffic management (train delays); and (4) leasing excess 
telecommunication capacity which, in the case of Kazakhstan, railways are not allowed to do by law.

Let us now compare the table’s IRRs, 27,5% and 30,9%, with the similarly oriented TRACECA: Tashkent 
- Bukhara Feasibility Study already financed by ADB. The TRACECA study lists an IRR (the one without 
leasing benefits and, therefore, directly comparable to our IRR) at 21%, with a 12% assumed shadow 
discount rate. Worth mentioning is that the present study assumes a 20% shadow discount rate.

nи

The comparison thus clearly and unequivocally signals a strong economic feasibility of the proposed 
study and the Consultant suggests to adopt Alternative A. u

‘__ ^

n
This project is financed by the European Union’s Tacis Programme, which provides grant finance 
for know-how to foster the development of market economies and democratic societies in the New 
Independent States and Mongolia
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- Single track TRACECA Corridor (однопутный участок корридора ТРАСЕКА)
- Double track insertions TRACECA Corridor (участок с двухп. вставками корридора ТРАСЕКА)

- Double track another lines (двухпутный участок остапьной сети)

- Single track another lines (однопутный участок остальной сети)

- Automatic block system (Автоблокировка) 
МКПАШп 7x4x1,05+5x0,7- Magistral Cable with polyethylene cord-sleeve insulation of wires, aluminum sheath, 
armored, quad twisted (7 quads ), 1,05mm diameter, 5 pairs with 0,7mm diameter, buried 
( кабепь магистральный с кордельно-трубчатой полиэтиленовой изоляцией жил, в алюминиевой оболочке, 
бронированный, четверочной скрутки, 7 "четверок", диаметр жил - 1,05мм, пять пар с диаметром жил 0,9мм, 
прокладывается в грунте
К-бОр (К-бОп) - Analogic transmission system, 60 channels (Аналоговая система передачи, 60 каналов)
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(АТСК -50\200, аналоговая, 200 номеров, координатная)

(Ц|) KASS-DSP, KASS-22, KASS-6 - Manual commutator of station telephone service with possibility of inclusion of 
4“J operating railway communications (ручной коммутатор станционной связи с возможностью включения 

оперативных железнодорожных связей)
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ANNEX II:

Proposed conceptual architectures of transmission
systems



Regen.
ттшттштвт^

Regen.

ADM-4 ADM-4 Regen.Regen.

ADM-1ADM-1 ADM-' lDM-1

Architecture of long distance transmission system on optical cable of Solution №1 - STM4(622Mbps) + STM1(155Mbps) (Архитектура оптоволоконной системы передачи данных на дальние расстояния STM4(622M6ht/c) + STM1(155M6ht/c) Решение №1)

Architecture with two level SDH of 622 Mbps and 155 Mbps (Архитектура с двумя уровнями SDH для 
622 Мбит/с и 155 Мбит/с)

Negative Aspects(недостатки):
• Impossible to allow point-to-multipoint links (Невозможна организация соединения «точка-многоточка»)

• Do not allow to use bandwidth on demand (He позволяет использовать клиенту 
нужную ширину полосы пропускания)

• Impossible for re-routing (Не позволяет осуществлять перемаршрутизацию потоков)

Features (возможности):
• Able to allow point-to-point link (возможна организация соединения «точка- точка»)

• Able to guarantee link behind a single failure of the cable (гарантирует связь в 
случае одиночного порыва кабеля)

• Need of a two optical cables (потребность в двух оптических кабелях)

Positive Aspects(AOCTOHHCTBa):
• Cheap Solution (Экономичность)
• Easy system for understanding, installing and maintenance (Проста в изучении, 

запуске и обслуживании)
• Possible for upgrading with bigger capacity (возможность наращивания с большим расширением)

Regen. Regen.Regen.

Regen.

Regen. |yj=)H

ADM-4Regen.-« ADM-4 ADM-4 » ADM-4

ADM-1 ADM-1ADM-1 ADM-1ADM-1 ADM-1 ADM-1 ADM-1ADM-1 ADM-1

I
■w«ch | awHeh |

SwitchSwitch SwitchI Switch

. . 1 1
ADM-1 ADM-1 ADM-1ADM-1 ADM-1 ADM-1

Architecture of long distance transmission system on optical cable of Solution №2 - STM4(622Mbps) + STM1 (155Mbps) + IP Router (Архитектура оптоволоконной системы передачи данных на дальние расстояния STM4(622M6ht/c) + STM1(155M6ht/c) + Маршрутизатор Решение №2)

Futures (возможности):
• Able to allow point-to-point and point-multipoint link (возможность соединения точка- 

точка и точка-многоточка)
• Need of six optical fibers in one cable and two optical fibers in a second cable 

(потребность в 6 оптических волокнах в одном кабеле и 2 волокнами во втором )
• Fully redundant system in each place (Полностью защищенная система во всех

местах) ------------------------------------------------------------ ı

Positive Aspects(AOCTOMHCTBa):
• Increase of capability (Увеличение пропускной способности)
• Able to release band on demand (Возможность реализации кольцевых запросов)
• Possible to upgrade system having more switches (Возможность наращивания 

системы путем подключения большего числа коммутаторов)

Negative Aspects (недостатки):
• More expansive (Более дорогое решение)
• Less easy (Более сложное решение)

Architecture with one level SDH of 622 Mbps and two levels of 155 Mbps Downstairs technology - IP 
Access can be released by IP or SDH interface; Transport is released by IP routing. (Архитектура c 
одним уровнем SDH для 622 Мбит/с и двумя уровнями 155 Мбит/с. Технология передачи нижнего 
уровня - IP. Доступ осуществляется через IP или SDH интерфейс; транспорт организован на IP - маршрутизации)

РАВХ

ADIM ■

ADM-1 ADM-1

Regen. Regen.Regen.

Regen.

Regen.

-

liUB A

155 Mbps

r[.

Switch ATM■ Switch ATMSwitch A' Switch ATM Switch ATM Switch ATM Switch ATM Switch A' Switch A" Switch ATI Switch ATM

f — 2xE3
SwttchATM | Switch ATM

2 x E3-
Switch ATM Switch ATM Switch ATM

_ '
Router IP IP

ADM-1 ADM-1 НИ ЯШЯ uvs

Access interfaces:1*E3,1* IP, 1*Frame Relay, 2* electrical Lan
Architecture of long distance transmission system on optical cable of Solution №3 - STM4(622Mbps)+STM1(155Mbps)+IP Router+ATM
(Архитектура оптоволоконной системы передачи данных на дальние расстояния 8ТМ4(622Мбит/с)+8ТМ1(155Мбит/с)+Маршрутизатор+АТМ Решение №3) Tads © 2003 TACIS Programme Central Asian Railways Telecommunications

Description: Proposed conceptual architectures of transmission systems
Solutions 1, 2 and 3

Architecture with one level SDH of 622 Mbps and two levels of 155 Mbps Transport technology - IP 
Access technology - ATM. (Архитектура с одним уровнем SDH для 622 Мбит/с и двумя уровнями 155 
Мбит/с. Технология передачи нижнего уровня - IP Технология доступа организована на ATM)

Positive Aspects(AocTOMHCTsa):
• Increasing of capability (Увеличение пропускной способности)
• Able to release band on demand (Возможность реализации кольцевых запросов)
• Possible to upgrade system for having more switches (Возможность наращивания 

системы путем подключения большего числа коммутаторов)
• More capability for connection with all types of interfaces (Увеличение 

возможностей no подключению со всеми типами интерфейсов)

Scale:
Features (возможности):
• Able to allow point-to-point and point-multipoint link (возможность соединения «точка-точка» и «точка-многоточка»)

• Need of six optical fibers in one cable and two optical fibers in a second cable (потребность в 6 
оптических волокнах в одном кабеле и 2 волокнами во втором )

• Fully redundant system in each place (Полностью защищенная система во всех местах)
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Negative АзресОДнедостатки):
• More expansive (Более дорогое решение)
• Less easy (Более сложное решение)

- need of two available optical fibres from the cable
File: FO Technology, vsd Refered Tables:



Regen.Regen.

Regen.

Regen.Regen.

Regen. ADM-1ADM-1 ADM-1 ADM-1

Architecture of long distance transmission systems on optical cable of Solution 4 - STM1 (155Mbps) + E1 (2Mbps) (Архитектура оптоволоконной системы передачи данных на дальние расстояния. Решение 4 - ЭТМ1(155Мбит/с) + Е1(2Мбит/с))

Architecture with one level SDH of 155 Mbps and second level with technology 
PDH of 2 Mbps. (Архитектура с первым уровнем SDH на 155 Мбит/с и 
вторым уровнем технологии PDH на 2 Мбит/с) Features (возможности):

• Able to allow point-to-point link (возможность соединения точка-точка)
• Able to guarantee link behind a single failure of the cable (гарантирует связь в 

случае одиночного порыва кабеля)
• Need of a two optical cables with 4 fibres in one cable and 2 fibres in second cable 

(потребность в двух оптических кабелях с 4 волокнами в первом и 2 волокнами 
во втором)

Positive aspects(AOCTOHHCTBa):
• The Cheapest (Максимально экономичная)
• Maximum easy system for understanding, installing and maintenance (Максимально 

проста в изучении, запуске и обслуживании)
• Possible for upgrading with bigger capacity (возможность наращивания с большим расширением)

Negative aspects(недостатки):
• Low transmission capacity on peripheral places (Небольшая пропускная 

способность в конечных точках)
• Impossible to allow point to multipoint links (Невозможна организация соединения «Точка-Многоточка»)

• Do not allow to use bandwidth on demand (He позволяет использовать клиенту 
нужную ширину полосы пропускания)

• Impossible to reroute (Не позволяет осуществлять перемаршрутизацию потоков)

РАВХRegen. Regen^|РАВХRegen. Regen.

ABlH ADM-1 Regen. jj Regen. ADM-Dl

■ PDH Л ^POH_JPDH 1ШШ ' -■■

Switch mm
Architecture of long distance transmission systems on optical cable of Solution 5 - STM1(155Mbps) + E1(2Mbps) + Router(ApxnTeKTypa оптоволоконной системы передачи данных на дальние расстояния. Решение 5 - STM1(155M6m7c) + Е1(2Мбит/с) -«-Маршрутизатор)

Architecture with one level SDH of 155 Mbps and second level with technology PDH of 2 
Mbit/sec. Transport technology - 1Р(Архитектура с первым уровнем SDH на 155 Мбит/с 
и вторым уровнем технологии PDH на 2 Мбит/с Транспорт организован по 
технологии IP)

Positive aspects(AocTOHHCTBa):
• Able for automatic re-routing on the same level (Возможность автоматической 

перемаршрутизации на одном уровне)
• Able to release band on demand (Возможность реализации кольцевых запросов)
• Possible for upgrading with biggest capacity (возможность наращивания с 

большим расширением)

Features (возможности):
• Able to allow point-to-point and point-multipoint link (возможность соединения 

точка-точка и точка-многоточка)
• Connection available in front of one FO card (Возможность подключения no одной 

FO плате)
• Need of a two optical cables with 4 fibres in one cable and 2 fibres in second cable 

(потребность в двух оптических кабелях с 4 волокнами в первом и 2 волокнами 
во втором)

Negative aspects(недостатки):
• Low transmission capacity on peripheral places (Небольшая пропускная 

способность в конечных точках)

Tads © 2002 TACIS Programme Central Asian Railways Telecommunications
- need of two available optical fibres from the cable

Description: Proposed conceptual architectures of transmission systems
Solutions 4 and 5
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Project alternatives for transmission system
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Bill of quantities
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Alternative A - Bill of Quantities

Item Q-ty Unit Note
ADM 4 with installation unit10
ADM 1 with installation 75 unit
MUX D/I with instalIation 75 unit
Regenerators 15 unit
Router SDH-IP main line- main station unit
Router SDH-IP main line - secondary station unit
Router SDH-IP secondary Ii ne - main station unit
Router SDH-IP-ATM main line-main station unit
Router SDH-IP-ATM main line- secondary station unit
Switch SDH-IP main line- main station unit
Switch SDH-IP main line- secondary station unit
Switch SDH-IP secondary line- main station unit
Switch SDH-IP-ATM main line-main station unit
Switch SDH-IP-ATM main line- secondary station unit
UPS with installation 63 unit
PABX 300 with installation 3 unit
PABX 400 with installation unit
PABX 500 with installation unit4
PABX 800 with installation unit
PABX 1000 with installation 2 unit
PABX 1500 with installation unit
PABX 2000 with installation unit1
PABX 2500 with installation unit1
Various item for equipment (frames, cards, etc.) percentage of the equipment costs10% percentage

percentage of the equipment costsStock 10% percentage
PCM management system unit
PABX management system 1 unit
Syncroni sati on system unit4
Fiber Optical Cable 1237 km

percentage of the OF Cable costsOther costs for OF cabl e (j uncti ons, cabl e ends, tubes, shafts, etc.) 15% percentage
Laying of the OF cable 1124 km
Copper Cable km

percentage of Copper Cable costsOther costs for Copper cable (junctions, cable ends, tubes, shafts, etc.) 15% percentage
Laying of the Copper cable km
Preparation of rooms, big stations unit5
Preparation of rooms, medium stations unit5

unitPreparation of rooms, small stations 53
unitRadiobridge



Alternative D - Bill of Quantities
Item Q-ty Unit Note

ADM 4 with installation unit
ADM 1 with installation 10 unit
MUX D/I with installation 73 unit
Regenerators 22 unit
Router SDH-IPmain line- main station unit
Router SDH-IP man line- secondary station unit
Router SDH-IP secondary line-main station unit
Router SDH-IP-ATM man line- main station unit
Router SDH-IP-ATM main line- secondary station unit
Switch SDH-IP main line- man station unit
Switch SDH-IP main line- secondary station unit
Switch SDH-IP secondary line- main station unit
Switch SDH-IP-ATM man line-man station unit
Switch SDH-IP-ATM main line- secondary station unit
UPS with installation 64 unit
PABX 300 with installation unit4
PABX 400 with installation unit
PABX 500 with installation 5 unit
PABX 800 with installation unit
PABX 1000 with installation unit1
PABX 1500 with installation unit
PABX 2000 with installation unit
PABX 2500 with installation unit
Various item for equipment (frames, cards, etc.) percentage of the equi pment costs10% percentage

percentage of the equi pment costsStock 10% percentage
PCM management system unit
PABX management system 2 unit
Syncronisation system unit4
Fiber Optical Cable 1237 km

percentage of the OF Cable costsOther costs for OF cable (junctions, cable ends, tubes, shafts, etc.) 15% percentage
Laying of the OF cable 1124 km
Copper Cable km

percentage of Copper Cable costs15%Other costs for Copper cable (junctions, cable ends, tubes, shafts, etc.) percentage
Laying of the Copper cable km

unitPreparation of rooms, big stations 6
unit5Preparation of rooms, medium stations

53 unitPreparation of rooms, small stations
unitRadiobridge


